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It's the Student Union
Building, says judge
By Bruce Arculus
TheStudent Union does not have
the right to re-name the Student
Union Building, a District Court
judge has ruled.
Judge Francis Carter, in delivering
his decision Thursday, concluded
the Student Union Building is owned
by the University because the Union
failed to prove, through a lease or
deed, that it owned the building.
"It is basic law," Carter wrote,
"that whatever is affixed to the soil
belongs to the soil." And the
University owns the soil, Carter
ruled, under the terms of the 1973
Wilfrid Laurier University Act.
The Union had attempted to re-
name the Student Union Building in
January of 1986 in honour of Dean
ofStudents Fred Nichols. However,
the University refused to allow the
building to be re-named, claiming it
had the only authority to name and
re-name campus buildings.
Under theOperating Procedures
Agreement (OFA) governing rela-
tions between the school and the
Union, any disagreements are to be
first negotiated and then subject, if
not settled, to arbitration.
The University refused to appoint
an arbitrator, and the Union took
the University to court.
The Union argued that since
students pay annual incidental fees
of $27.50 each to cover mortgage,
maintenance, and operational costs
on the building, they owned the
building, or at least had the right to
name it whatever they wanted.
But Carter's ruling supports the
university's position that it, under
theUniversity Act, "plans and imple-
ments the physical development of
theUniversity" and "establishes and
enforces rules and regulations with
regard to the use and occupancy of
its buildings and grounds or other
operations."
At press time, the Union had not
decided whether or not to appeal
the decision. Vice-President: Univer-
sity Affairs Jeff Burchill expressed
his unhappiness with the court
decision, and would say only that
the Union must review its options.
Burchill said the Union may
consider an appeal, although he
indicated the Union would be
cautious about "throwing good
money after bad."
And if the Union were to accept
theruling, the Union wouldconsider
"other ways" to resolve differences,
such as re-drafting the OFA to more
adequately represent and protect
student rights.
Laurier President Dr. John Weir
said he hopes it is over.
Weir said the whoie issue has
been an embarrassment to both the
school and to Dean Fred Nichols. "It
shouldn't have extendedbeyond the
campus," he said. "The judge
accepted our arguments, which was
that the university owns the building,
and the naming of the building is not
subject to arbitration."
The administration has beenpub-
licly criticized on more than one
occasion in editorials in the K-W
Record for prohibiting the students
For whom the bell tolls...Over the summer, bells were installed
in the Seminary tower to celebrate Wilfrid Laurier University's
75th anniversary. Cord photo by Scott McDiarmid.
"We're
reviewing
our
options."
-Jeff
Burchiil
"It's been a
bloody
waste of
time and
money."
—Dr. John
Weir
Student injured in Homecoming Parade
By Sarah Hayward
A Laurier student injured Saturday during
the annual Homecoming parade lost her
balance when she hopped down from a float
to pass out candy to children lining the parade
route.
And Robert Wilson, a K-W Record
photographer, said he was pushed around by
a Laurier student who was attempting to stop
him from taking pictures of the woman.
Sue Mackay, a 4th-year Honours Business
student, lost her footing and dislocated her
hip when she jumped off the Marketing
Association float on Albert Street, north of
University Avenue.
Anne Heron, a friend of Mackay's, said
students were told not to throw candies to
children by a policeman before the parade
started; he said they might dart intothe street
to get them. The policeman told students to
jump off the floats and distribute the candies.
Heron said Mackay just lost her balance
when she jumped off the moving float.
Wilson said he noticed a gap betweenfloats
and ran back to see what had happened. He
took a quick picture with the last frame left on
the film. As he was reloading, the people at
the accident scene told him not to take
pictures of Mackay.
He said he did not mind when students
began standing in his way to block his access
to the scene. Some students were saying,
We just don't need this anymore."
He said he did, however, object when one
of the students used physical force on him.
Luc (Luciano Cardamone) came up from in
front of the students, grabbed me by the coat
a"d
... shoved me up against the hood (of a
police cruiser)."
11-He said a police constable "grabbed (Card-
amone) around the neck and hauled him off."
When contacted, Cardamone, President of
the Marketing Association, did not deny the
charges, but refused comment.
Heron described Cardamone as "a good
friend of Sue's."
She said "1 think students were just
concerned about anymore bad press; (Mac-
kay) didn't want her picture in the paper."
Wilson said the students' reaction was not
The Marketing Association Float. Luciano Cardomone (far
right) and Sue Mckay (second from right) revel
in Homecoming
festivities. Mckay was injured when she lost her footing as she
jumped from the float. Cord photo by Barb Catchpole.
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(Brief) Staff Meeting
Friday, Sept. 25, 2:30 p.m.
All students welcome.
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Survey shows health plan support
By Liz Jefferson
A survey
done by the Wilfrid
Laurier University Students' Union
marketing department indicates
that 84 per cent of students would
favour a health plan on campus.
Results of a survey of 450
students showed 68 per cent of
responding students were already
covered by a medical insurance
plan, which exempts them from
the school plan if they wish. Only
students whocan provide proof of
coverage from another company
can opt out of the plan.
Two-thirds of students preferred
a twelve-month plan running from
September to August. The most
popular benefits included cost
coverage of prescription drugs,
dental expenses for wisdom teeth,
and medical costs and hospital
costs charged above OHIP.
Birth control pills were not a
popular choice, since they would
raise the cost of the plan per
student. The exact price of the
plan, based on the selection of
items on the questionnaire, is $16.
Most students indicated they would
pay over $15 for the service.
Students preferred the idea of
paying through a Pay Dircct Card
System, in which a refundable $1
deterrent fee is paid to the phar-
macist instead of the full amount.
The plan is being offered by the
University Health and Life insur-
ance company. It was chosen over
a more comprehensive Canadian
Federation of Students healthplan
because it was cheaper and the
company was more professional,
said Jeff Burchill, WLUSU Vice-
President: University Affairs. He
and Executive Vice-President Ross
Legault researchedboth plans after
meeting with company represen-
tatives, other schools with the same
health plans, and Laurier Health
Services staff.
If the health plan is passed by a
two-thirds vote, the plan will be
implemented on September 1,
1987.
The referendum campaign is
being run by MaryAnn Sharpe (in
favour of the plan) and Andrew
Reid (against the plan). Reid
stepped forward to chair the "No"
committee when nobody else did.
"There wasn't anybody, and there
needs to be," he said. "All I'm
doing is making sure there is a lot
of informationout there about it."
He added the only drawback he
can see with the plan is that
students can only opt-out if they're
already covered.
Campaigning will continue until
Monday night at 10:00 p.m. An
open forum was held yesterday to
publicize the issue and allow stu-
dents to ask any questions they
may have. The referendum on the
plan will be held on October 7. All
students are voting in the Conc-
ourse between 10:00 am and 4:00
pm, and 6:30 pm and 8:30 pm.
The possibility ofoffering Laurier
students a health plan has been
discussed by WLUSU since early
July. Legault and Burchill pres-'
ented the board with their recom-
mendations in September.
Allegations of sexism
at Wilf's denied
By Eric Beyer
and Bruce Arculus
Are the hiring practices at Wilf s,
Laurier's quieter student pub,
sexist?
Arts Director Bryan Leßlanc
says they are, and moved at a
September 21 Student Unionboard
meeting that "the sexist hiring
practices which exist at Wilf's be
rectified."
Leblanc says Wilf's has got a
sexist image on campus. "No guys
ever apply because they know
only women are hired," he said.
But Student Union Business
Manager John Karr, who oversees
the operation of campus pubs,
dismisses the suggestion that hiring
practices are sexist.
"Hirings at Wilfs are done totally
by qualification. Any men who
have applied (to be waiters in Wilfs)
have just not been qualified," Karr
said.
Yet therehas never beena male
waiter at Wilf's, and, until last year,
there had
never been a female
bartender.
Leda Monticelli, a lounge man-
ager this year, said she has never
seen an application to wait on
tables from a "qualified" male.
This year, however, three of the
bartenders (Wilf's normally emp-
loys 12-15) are female, as is one of
the three student Lounge Man-
agers.
"Wilf's doesn't practice sexism,"
says one employee. "We're great
at it. We don't need any practice."
A former WLUSU director said
he had encountered sexism at
Wilf's last year when he was
contemplating applying for a job at
Wilf's. "They (the lounge man-
agers) asked me if I was applying to
be a bartender. I said no, I had a
few years of experience waiting on
tables. They said not to bother
applying, so I didn't."
A Wilf's waitress sees it diff-
erently. "Whowants to tend bar? I
make more money waiting on
tables."
Leblanc said the committee
which should address complaints
about sexism at Wilf's is the
Constitutional Operations and
Development committee. But,
Leblanc says, the committee deals
with written policy, which is already
non-sexist. "(Wilf's is) supposed to
hire people based on qualifications.
They say the males who apply
aren't qualified. That's ridiculous. I
can't believe that no qualified waiter
has ever applied there."
But Leblanc has no solution to
the problem. "Maybe if people
start to think about it this year,
they'll do something next year.
This year's staff has already been
hired."
Presidents of universities
act to protest underfunding
By Bruce Arculus
The Council of Ontario Univer-
sities wrapped up a two-day con-
ference last week by renewing calls
for increased operating grants.
An annual increase of four per
cent in government funding is not
even enough to cover inflation and
the rising cost of providing an
education is resulting in enrollment
cutbacks, the university presidents
say.
This year, Hamilton's MacMaster
University and Toronto's York Uni-
versity both cut enrollment figures
by raising entrance requirements.
Andat Wilfrid Laurier, enrollment
was up slightly (by seven students to
4,262) but admission requirements
again crept slowly upwards.
The admission level for the busi-
ness program was nudged up from
78 per cent in 1985 to 79 per cent
this year, and arts rose half a
percentage point to 70.5.
The picture is not getting better.
Administrators predict a 10 per cent
rise in admission applications by
1988, the year graduates under the
new four-year high school program
will apply with the last Ontario Grade
13 graduates.
To heighten public awareness of
the shortage of funds, Toronto's
threebiggest post-secondary schools
— York, Ryerson, and the University
of Toronto — will suspend classes
for two hours on October 16.
To coincide with this, schools
around the province are planning
demonstrations and rallies.
At Laurier, President Dr. John
Weir said local MPPs will be invited
to the school to see and hear about
particular problems Laurier faces
because of lack of funds.
"We (Ontario universities) are
attempting to raise public consc-
iousness," Weir said.
Weir said Minister of Colleges
and Universities Greg Sorbara was
present at the COU conference,
where "a frank exchange of views"
took place.
"He(Sorbara) is sympathetic, and
has an understanding of the pro-
blems," said Weir.
Laurier Associate Vice President
Jim Wilgar credited Laurier with
sound fiscal management over the
years, and said that Laurier has
managed, barely, to cope with
mounting costs.
But he pointed to remaining
problems that only more moneywill
solve, such as overcrowding in the
PCS and student services offices
and the geography department.
Universities have been under-
funded for more than a decade, say
the university presidents, and have
had to cope with budget increases
that fall below the rate of inflation.
Bambi takes it off at
student council bash
EDMONTON (CUP) - University
of Alberta student union funds
were used to pay a stripper who
performed at a council party in
April, says a former student exec-
utive.
"We were having our year-end
(student council) changeover party
and everything was going
smoothly," said former vice-
president academic Connie
Uzwyshyn.
The annualchangeover party is
openonly to incoming and outgoing
councillors and invited guests.
"Suddenly, I noticed the men at
the party were disappearing.
Somebody told me they were in
the SUB basement, so I ran down-
stairs to see what was happening,"
Uzwyshyn said. "I barged into the
room to find Bambi rubbing oint-
ment all over herself."
Bambi, who will not give her real
name, has acknowledged she per-
formed a striptease at a function in
the Students' Union Building April
29. She confirmed she was paid
$130 cash by "the president or
vice-president" of the student
union after her performance.
"What really perturbed me," said
Uzwyshen, "was that this stripper
was paid for with SU funds."
Student union administrators
could notproduce a cheque requis-
ition for the money used for the
stripper, but a remittance stub was
on file. The stub, which bears no
names or signatures, indicates
former vice-president internal Scott
Richardson received $130 on April
29 for "party expenses, re:
changeover."
The student union finance
managersaid he signed the cheque
on executive orders. Ryan Beebe
said as finance manager, he is
responsible for signing cheques
and keeping books, not for making
decisions abouthow the money is
spent.
"If (the cheque) is signed by an
exec member, I don't have any
choice," Beebe said.
He said former president Mike
Nickel provided the executive
signature on the cheque to Rich-
ardson, but Nickel has refused to
comment on the issue.
Last year's vice-president fin-
ance Rob Splane, says he knew
about the strip show at the time of
the changeover party, but did not
himself attend. However, Splane
said he "was not aware of a $130
cheque voucher."
Current president Dave Oginski,
who said he attended the strip
performance while drunk, believes
the stripper was paid by a col-
lection taken by Richardson after
theevent."I assume that is why he
took money from everyone there."
But finance managerBeebe said
no money was paid back into union
funds to compensate for the $130
cheque.
Oginski gave no indication the
student unionwill investigate what
happened to themoneyor how the
stripper was paid.
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WLU will not
scrap English
Placement Test
News Analysis
By Matt Johnston
Comparisons between Laurier's English Placement
Test and a writing test at McMaster University that had a
failure rate of almost one-half are unwarranted.
Laurier's test consists of an
objective section, developed by the
Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education, and a composition sec-
tion which is changed somewhat
from year to year. McMaster uses
only the objective test: vocabulary,
clarity, grammar and organization.
"None of us here agree with that.
That kind of test is not very reliable,
we need a writing component as
well," said Dr. James Doyle, Chair-
man of the WLU English Depart-
ment.
Doyle described Laurier's
approach to English proficiency
testing as the product of "scholarly
research at other universities" and
not prompted by media reports or
pressure from any group.
"The test is used to see which
students can be safely excluded
from first year writing instruction,"
said Doyle.
The high failure rate in the new,
mandatory writing competency test
at McMaster University has raised
questions about the writing and
vocabulary skills of university-aged
students. Forty-two per cent of the
first-year students who took the test
in August failed, and 57 per cent of
those who took it a second time
failed again in September.
"We are not talking about a high
level of competence to pass this
test, let me assure you," Betty Levy,
chair of the McMaster committee
overseeing the test, said in a Globe
and Mail story. "It's really looking
at a person's writing skills, and saying
of someone who fails that this is a
person who really can't write a
paragraph very well."
Laurier's English Placement Test
is designed to compare the writing
skills of first-year students on the
day of writing. Students are then
ranked and those in the lower
quintiles are "required" or "strongly
recommended" to take English 102.
Because of fixed enrollment in the
English 102 courses, the quintile
system ensures that only a certain
percentage of students are "re-
quired" to take the course. "Even if
writing skills decline, if the university
tells us we can't afford to offer
courses to more students, then we
still have to channel the same
number of students through," said
Doyle.
"On the other hand," he added,
"It is highly unlikely that any drastic
change would occur; in fact we have
seen a gradual rise in performance."
He added that the improvement
corresponds to increased admission
standards in the university as a
whole.
The use of an Orientation Week
test to select students is presently
being reconsidered. The English
Department recommended last year
to administration that the course be
offered in the same way as other
university courses. Under the
recommendation, students would be
admitted as part of normal course
load where a faculty deems a comp-
osition course necessary.
Presently, students cannot elect
to take a first year composition
course; English 102 is the only such
course in the university. The re-
commendation has gone to com-
mittee and the WLU Senate will
make a final decision. Doyle added
that any decisions to change or
modify the system of testing English
proficiency are not the result of any
inter-departmental squabble.
Approximately half of Laurier's
frosh class will be taking the writing
course, which must then be suc-
cessfully completed prior to grad-
uation. McMaster students must
pass the English test to continue
second or third year studies. Mac
students who fail have the option of
paying $115 to take a writing course
or study on their own.
Party Mobile. Remember the scene in Animal House where Bluto and his buddies go nuts
and trash an entire parade? Well, these guys didn't come close, but they had fun just the
same. Whew, crazy college days! Can't get enough of 'em. The future of Canada is safe
with these guys driving the tanks, boy. Cord photo by Scott McDiarmid.
Author explores Canadian sci fi
By J. David Black and Pauline Dantas
The man the Oxford Companion to Canadian
Literature calls "the pack rat of Canadianculture
and history" kicked off the Laurier bookstore's
Meet The Author series by delving into "400
Years of Fantastic Literature in Canada."
Author, anthologist andLaurier alumnus John
Robert Colombo documented the history of
science, fantasy and horror fiction written by
Canadians (or about them and their country)
before a small crowd September 22 at Waterloo's
Seagram Museum in an event co-sponsored by
the WLU Alumni Association.
"We're people without a vision," Colombo
said. "This is a literature that brings us closer to
recognizing one. We have the will, but we need
the energy
and the imagination."
Colombo is perhaps best known for his
celebration of things Canadian in popular works
like Colombo's Canadian Quotations and
Canadian Literary Landmarks. He has made his
name finding and publishing obscure facts and
fiction about Canada, turning prose into "found
poems," and generally restoring our cultural
memory.
"
He illustrated his lecture with a series of 38
slides, the images ranging from a space shuttle's
eye-view of the earth to a cover of the first issue
of Action Comics, featuring Toronto-born Joe
Schuster's Superman.
To Colombo, Canada, as described told by
authors from 1657 onward, is a weird and
wonderful story. In that year, Frenchman Cyrano
de Bergerac published Voyage To The Sun And
The Moon, the story of a daring adventurer who
experiments with the levitating power of dew,
only to crashland in New France. There he is
detained by the colonial power, and escapes via
rocket when he discovers no one will believe a
man can fly.
Predating even de Bergerac was the fantastic
imagery in the songs and stories of Canada's
native peoples, he said.
Later authors, like Jules Verne ofAround The
World In Eighty Days fame, wrote of a strange,
secret Canadian landscape. Central to this
alternative geography was the North Pole,
described in many stories as the home of Eden,
Atlantis, and the doorway to an underground
world of dark-eyed damsels and tame ptero-
dactyls.
In the 19405, mainstream Canadian authors
like Frederick Phillip Grove and his novelabout a
super-intelligent ant, Consider Her Ways, com-
peted for the attention of a developing "fandom"
with the Canadiancomic books. Published under
titles like Uncanny Tales, Famous Fantastic
Mysteries and Thrilling Wonder Stories they
attracted talents such as A.E. van Vogt, a native
Manitoban who would become one of the major
writers in science fiction's 1950's "Golden Age."
More vivid than even the titles of the comic
"pulps" were their characters, Colombo said.
Forgotten heroes like "Johnny Canuck," "Mr.
Totem,"and"Thunderfist" stimulated Canadian
fans to form clubs, publish "fanzines," and
organize conventions to immortalize them. A
favourite of the period was Canada's answer to
"Wonder Woman," "Nelvana of the Northern
Lights," who protected the Eskimos from the evil
"Kablunets"with the help of her caribou friends,
and sported a fur-trimmed mini-skirt.
Colombo said that recent fantastic fiction in
Canada has returnedto the mainstream. Popular
authors like Margaret Atwood, Richard Rohmer,
Margaret Laurence and Robertson Davies have
all flirted with the genre. Internationally-known
science fiction authors like Spider Robinson,
Phyllis Gottlieb, and Judith Merril also live and
write in Canada.
Colombo will be followed in the 75th Anni-
versary editionof the author's series by columnist
Allan Fotheringham on October 28, WLU
chancellor Maureen Forrester on November 3,
historian Dr. Paul Stevens on November 20, and
For Christ's Sake author Thomas Harpur on
January 21.
John Robert Colombo
WLU Bookstore protests trade tariff
By Tony Karg
Canada's imposition of a 10 per
cent federal tariff on selected inter-
national books has drawn criticism
from the Canadian Booksellers
Association.
The tariff was applied in response
to the Americangovernment putting
a 35 per cent protectionist tax on
Canadian shakes and shingles.
Paul Fischer, Manager of the
Wilfrid Laurier University Book-
store, considers the tariff "a retro-
gressive act on the part of the
government."
Required course texts are exempt
from the new tariff. But foreign
books on literature, poetry, drama,
choreography, trade books and
dictionaries are subject to duties.
The bookstore is required to
differentiate between course and
non-course texts, which involves
more paperwork and employee time.
This has not yet increased the cost
of textbooks, Fischer said.
The tariff may significantly affect
the volume of book sales in Canada.
Foreign book sales provide the
volumeneeded to support Canadian
book sales. A drop in volume could
hurt the Canadian book industry
and raise costs.
In the summer the bookstore
began a postcard campaign through
the Canadian Booksellers Assoc-
iation. Fischer said the bookstore
distributed between 500 and 1000
postcards asking the government to
drop the tariff.
The Association may resort to a
constitutional challenge based on
the tariff differences betweenFrench
and English books. French-titled
books are exempt from the tariff.
The Charter of Rights and Free-
doms dictates the two languages be
treated equally. "Canada is sup-
posed to be a bilingual country, and
yet the tariff is limited to English
language books," said Fischer.
The WLU bookstore is contri-
buting an additional $200 to the $400
Assocation membership fee in order
to support the court challenge.
Recently the Publishers Assoc-
iation ofGreat Britain, the Canadian
Book Publishers' Council, and the
Author's Association in Canada
spoke out against the tariff.
Meetings in Ottawa between the
Canadian Book Publishers' Council
and the governmentare expected to
continue.
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NEWSWRITERS!
A meeting of all past, present, and interested
newswriters is beingheld this afternoon at 3:30 in
the Cord offices, second floor SUB. Be there!
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Procter & Gamble
believes in the ability of Laurier Grads
PROCTER & GAMBLE is a leader in the consumer products industry.
-
We produce a diverse range of products, including such well-known
i J| names as TIDE laundry detergent, CREST toothpaste, ROMPERS
112 disposable diapers, DUNCAN HINES cake mixes, IVORY soap, and
9 HEAD & SHOULDERS shampoo. Jj\
Our collection of market leading products makes us unique, but
■ 112? our sincere commitment to the training and development of our ,
people makes us special.
. , , j
B^soap&°Laund'rvProducts We offer challenging career opportunities in Brand Management,
jane LangiMe <nc* Aiderson),
ToSo/cenTaiDi'stnct Sales Management, Finance, Distribution, Systems, Purchasing, KntXducis
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from naming the building.
Weir is admittedly angered over
the whole issue. "It's been a bloody
waste of time and money," he said.
Not only do both the Union and
the university face paying court costs
and lawyer fees, Weir said, but have
had to cover the hidden costs in
terms of time and research.
In Toronto, Ontario Federation of
Students (OFS) Chairperson and
ex-WLUSU President Matt
Certosimo expressed anger and
dismay at the court ruling. Although
he made clear his intentions not to
second guess or in any way affect
the decision his successor now faces,
he said he believes the judge made
the wrong decision.
"If WLUSU decidcs not to
proceed judicially for financial rea-
sons, they could ask the rest of the
province's schools, through OFS, to
support them," he said.
Certosimo said student associa-
tions should group together and
approach the Ministries of Colleges
and Universities and Consumer and
Corporate Affairs to ask for legis-
lation to ensure student's rights are
not violated.
unusual. "We run into this kind of
problem ona regular basis," he said.
But, he added, "the students should
understand my position: if I had not
taken pictures there, I would not
have been doing my job as a photo-
journalist."
He said he chose not to lay charges
because "emotions were running
high." He said, however, if
Cardamone had punched him, he
would have definitely laid charges.
Heron said Mackay would be in
the hospital for a few more days,
stay home recovering for a week,
and then be on crutches.
Mackay was in good spirits. She
said she was fine. "It's just going to
take a while to get better ... I'm
looking forward to getting back to
school."
Governors back
down on fees
KAMLOOPS, B.C. (CUP) - The
Board of Governors of Cariboo
College has decided to back down
on a threat'made six months ago
to stop collecting student fees.
Shortly following the unanimous
September 2 decision, college
president Charles W. Brewster
resigned.
Student council business man-
ager Garry Osborne hailed the
board's decision as an indication of
the power of
Canadian students.
The seven-member board, ap-
pointed by provincial cabinet, had
threatened since March to stop
collecting fees and make member-
ship in the student association
optional.
Osborne said the board was
influenced by 20 letters of support
written by other student councils,
including those from Carleton,
McGill and Memorial universities.
The letter campaign, co-ordin-
ated by the Canadian Federation
of Students, "made a difference to
us and the board," said Osborne.
"We didn't feel we were working in
a vacuum."
Young drinkers
not welcome
HALIFAX (CUP) - Underage
drinkers at Mount Saint Vincent
University will have to find new
ways to keep busy at campus
functions.
The student union is now using
a new system to ensure that
underage students are unable to
purchase alcoholic beverages on
campus.
Students must now obtain a
special age of majority card from
the union. They must prove they
are registered at the university,
produce two signed pieces of
identification, have an ID photo
taken, and sign the card in front of
a student union representative.
Cards are stamped with the uni-
versity logo and then laminated.
"The process is tedious, but it's
for the students, not against them,"
said student union president Susan
Smith. "If the university is found
with underaged students, it could
lose its liquor license."
Long new PC
Youth Boss
HAMILTON (CUP) — Progressive
Conservative youth in Ontario
carved out a powerful niche for
themselves at a recent provincial
convention.
Tom Long, a 28-year-old former
youth leader, was elected party
president, receiving considerable
support from the party's youth to
defeat long-time party organizer
Jeannie Foster.
The conference and Long's
election
may signal the rise of
more conservative elements in the
party to balance leader Larry
Grossman's 'Red Tory' image.
New parking rules
at U of Calgary
CALGARY (CUP) — The Univer-
sity of Calgary has re-written its
parking regulations since settling
out-of-court with a law student
whochallenged a parking ticket in
court last spring.
Then-third-year law student
Robert Sigurdson deliberately col-
lected a parking ticket last spring
in order to take the university to
court.
Sigurdson believed the univer-
sity's parking regulations were
unconstitutional under Canada's
Charter of Rights and Freedoms,
that they violated the Alberta Bill
of Rights, and overstepped the
boundaries of the Alberta Univer-
sities Act.
Sigurdson had claimed that
tickets issued by campus patrol
officers presume guilt because they
demanded payment of the fine
imposed.
On the new parking tickets at
the University of Calgary, the
recipient is advised of the parking
regulations, and is offered a choice
of appearing before a hearing
committee or paying the fine
directly, thereby admitting guilt.
Parking fines at the U of C are
up $10 this year, but anyone who
pays within 15 days gets a $10
discount.
Parking tickets given out by
Wilfrid Laurier security officers
read: "Please present this citation,
with payment, to the business
office
...
an appeal to this violation
may be made within seven (7) days
to the parking petitions committee
Food poisoning
cause of illness
ST. JOHN'S (CUP) — Hundreds
of Memorial Univeristy students
were struck recently by an alleged
outbreak of food poisoning at a
residence cafeteria, but the admin-
istration is downplaying the in-
cident.
Students who suffered from
nausea,stomach cramps, diarrhea,
chills and fever have been told no
official reason for the Sept. 10
outbreak will be given until an
investigation is completed.
"Thereis no conclusive evidence
as to what theoutbreakofsickness
is," said student affairs dean Wayne
Ludlow.
Gordon Noseworthy, a provin-
cial government health official
investigating the affair, said no
decisive answer has yet been
found.
"If nothing is conclusive, we'll
have to explain what details we
have," he said.
Laurier finds a true
friend in Needham
By Alex Greer
A self-professed "student of the
great, wide world of human nature",
75-year-old Globe and Mailcolum-
nist Richard Needham looks at life
from both sides now.
In a wide-ranging lecture covering
both dark and light sides of human
nature, Needhamentertaineda large
audience in the Turret lounge with
his renowned sense of humour. The
Gibraltar-born Needham attributed
his knowledge of Canadians to the
fact he has workedall over Canada.
The narrow-mindedness of Toron-
toniansdid notescape his biting wit:
"For Torontonians, Western Canada
begins around Goderich, the Mari-
times begin around Oshawa, and
the Yukon starts about ten paces
north of Markham," said Needham.
On a bleaker note, Needham
quoted one of his favourite thinkers,
William James: "Man is the only
species who preys on its own
species". Needham said even
Niccolo Machiavelli was "a good
man...a good family man" but his
dark philosophy illustrates
Needham's assertion that "men are
always wicked at heart."
Acts of generosity, according to
Needham, are only done by people
"to feel good". A great man's funeral
is attended only by other men who
want to "see who will be the next to
go and if the widow needs com-
forting."
Women did not escape
Needham's barbs. He said women
are generally "superior to men,...
except in ethics and morality where
women are just as rotten." He
justified his predeliction for taking
young female readers of his column
out to lunch by saying "men without
the companyof women are stupid."
Needham also gave bittersweet
advice to young women seeking Mr.
Right: "Your Prince Charming will
come, ten years after you have
married Count Dracula."
Needham concluded, "The pur-
pose of life is in Genesis: to be
human and reproduce. Human
nature will not change; the human
race has tripled and is three times as
dangerous."
Afterwards Needhamwas availa-
ble to give advice for university
students. "Ask questions and gain
answers. Develop good speech and
manners".
Needham also suggested that
WLU, andother universities, should
set up debating societies. He sug-
gested topics like capital punish-
ment, free trade, "What Does a
Woman Want?" and "What Does
the World Want?"
If he were involved in a debate on
the latter topic Needham would
argue that the world wants to be
drunk, have a woman or man in bed
with them, and to smash things.
Needham is the author of num-
erous books, among them The
Hypodermic Needham and The
Garden of Needham.
Appeals for OSAP
grants lower this year
By Don Minato and CUP
Less Wilfrid Laurier students have
applied for financial assistance under
the Ontario Student Awards Pro-
gram this year, says Awards Officer
Pauline Delion.
Only 2,158 students have applied
so far this year, compared to 2,500
last year.
Delion estimates that40 to 43 per
cent Laurier students receive fin-
ancial assistance, although 60 per
cent apply.
But Laurier students tend to
appeal OSAP decisions more than
their counterparts at other schools.
Of the 80,983 applications across
the province, only 2,800 students
have appealed.
Last year, 764 Laurier students
appealed.
As education and living costs
increase, so do the number of
applications forgovernment financial
assistance. More andmore students
are being turned down: OSAP to
date has received 104,293 requests
for assistance (about 4,000 more
than in 1985) and has turned away
6,692 students, 27% more than last
year.
Delion said that students have
grounds for an appeal simply "if they
feel that the loan is not sufficient for
them". She also said that other
reasons for an appeal could be the
students inability to find a summer
job, sickness, a parent's retirement
or if a parent is experiencing job
problems.
"We are here to help students.
There is always something we can
do," she said.
But OSAP officials are taking a
"tougher stance" on granting ap-
peals, according to provincial awards
officer Bill Clarkson.
"The economic situation is better
this year than in previous years.
There is no excuse for not having a
summer job last summer," he said.
OSAP expects students living on
their own to have saved at least $500
each over the summer. OSAP also
expects that students can survive
on $99 a week if they qualify for a
grant and $107 a week if they can
qualify for a loan.
Delion says that amount is suff-
icient. "Ifyou had to(survive on that
amount), you could. It would be
tight."
Delion also said that a student
applying for financial assistance in
the Waterloo area would not receive
as much assistance as someone in
the Toronto area. Waterloo is not
classified as a high-cost area, but
Toronto is considered by OSAP to
be a high-cost area.
Clarkson advises students to be
"stringent" with their money. "We
expect that a student can live more
frugally. When I was a student, I
shared a one-bedroom apartment
with three other students."
Delion said that students who find
that they need more money have to
look for other alternatives to OSAP
such as part-time jobs, and schol-
arships and awards. If a student can
carefully divide time between school
and work, she said, they can reduce
their dependency on OSAP.
OSAP officials, embarrassed by
last year's revelation of a husband
and wife team who filled out 60
applications and fraudulently rec-
eived $170,000 in assistance, are
cracking downon abuse. "We double-
check ourapplications with Revenue
Canada and other sources," said
Clarkson. Only nine students were
suspected of abuse last year and all
were convicted and penalized.
Delion said that it is not the job of
theawards office at Laurier to verify
the applications. "We have to believe
that what the students put down is
correct." She stressed that if stu-
dents havea beef with the system to
consult with the office andcautioned
against using false information on
applications.
"There just aren't many students
ripping off the system," Clarkson
said. "Everybody seems toknow the
same guy who's doing it."
Some student organizations argue
that students are the ones that are
being ripped off. The Ontario Fed-
eration of Students, for example,
complains that living allowances are
still inadequate, that summer savings
assumptions are unrealistic, that
parent contribution factors are
unfair, and that students are not
eligible for grants after four years.
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Essays are for everybody
"If the University could afford it, every student would
take a composition course," says Dr. James Doyle, Chair
of WLU's English Department. When we hear that other
universities — most notably McMaster — are seeing
large failure rates on their English proficiency tests, we
cannot help but echo the need to guarantee the writing
skills of university students.
Students who have been granted admissions to Wilfrid
Laurier University are by no means "illiterate."
Accusations of illiteracy in universities are not heard
kindly by people who work to help the estimated 20 per
cent of Canadians who could not even make it through
this issue of the Cord. Illiteracy, as it is strictly defined, is
not an issue here.
The shortcqmings in communication skills that exist in
universities are more subtle. At the Cord, we see
submissions each week which
—
while perhaps not given
the time and care required for a course assignment —are
nonetheless indicative of the inability of some college
level students to express themselves in good, written
English.
The best solution would be an admittedly idealistic one:
make every incoming student take a basic writing skills
course. English majors and those who have attained
excellent grades in high school can elect to take a first
year literature course instead.
The drawback, of course, is money. University English
departments would have to expand, and some other
disciplines would suffer as a result.
Obviously, it is not possible to create new classroom
space for the 600 or so first year students who will never
take an English course at WLU. In the meantime, it
remains necessary to take care of those whose writing
skills are, for whatever reason, not up to the level
expected of university graduates.
Anybody who welcomes the disappearance of the
Frosh Week English Placement Test is in for a surprise:
the only way the test will be scrapped is if Written
Communication is made compulsory in many faculties.
And you can bet your beer money that Business will be
one area where writing will be a required subject.
The English Placement Test, with its 'quintiles' and
twenty-four hour grading turnaround and a crop of
hungover frosh taking their first ever university exam,
may be somewhat unwieldy. Literature professors
probably do not relish the three or six hours a week they
must spend teaching boring old Expository Writing. It is a
certainty that some students hate having to take the
course.
Too bad. In an information society that requires better-
than-average writing skHls, today's Laurier graduates
must be prepared to express themselves well. It is an
essential requirement for the leaders of tomorrow.
Thumbnail Editorials
THE 'YES' AND 'NO' REFERENDUM Comm-
ittees for the Health Plan vote to be held next
Tuesday. Sure, back-stabbing and mud-slinging
during political campaigns are distasteful, but
students deserve to hear both perspectives on the
issue, no matterhow far-fetched thepros and cons
might seem. That the 'No' side admits it believes in
the Health Plan isn't fairness, it is a cop out.
WATERLOO CITY COUNCIL, which decided
Monday that university students should be guar-
anteed theright to vote in civic elections. Council's
report to the provincial task force studying
municipal elections agreed that requiring six
months prior residency would disenfranchise
students.
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COMMENT
Students have grown up
News Comment
By
Bruce Arculus
Last week's court ruling should put an end to the
public controversy surrounding the attempted naming
(or re-naming) of the Student Union Building.
The incident has undoubtably tarnished Laurier's
reputation, and most certainly has caused the uni-
versity and Dean of Students Fred Nichols a good deal
of unnecessary embarassment.
The administration, naturally, blames the student
union. They correctly point out, as they have from the
onset, that they must assume ultimate responsibility for
the long term image of the school, both within the
Laurier community and beyond.
And while nobody wouldargue with the appropriate-
ness of 'The Nichols Campus Centre,' the decision lies
with the administration, not the students.
The students, naturally, blame the administration.
They correctly point out that the issue goes beyond the
naming of a building. What caused them to go to court
was the administration's questioning of the termsof the
Operating Procedures Agreement (OPA) governing
relations between the Union and the school.
The OPA clearly states that in event of any
disagreement between the two parties, negotiations
are to take place. If the negotiations fail, both sides are
obliged to appoint an arbitrator.
But the administration decided the issue was not
arbitratable, and refused to appoint an arbitrator,
which, in effect, violated the OPA.
The students replied that it was arbitratable, went to
court, and Laurier's dirty laundry was hung out to dry
for the world to see.
In retrospect, the administration should simply have
bided by the terms of the OPA instead of fighting it. An
arbitrator, if presented with the same evidence, would
undoubtably have come to the same conclusion the
judge did. But more quietly, and within the confines of
the campus.
So what next?
It would be foolhardy for the union to launch an
appeal. They would be fighting a battle (who can name
the 5.U.8.) they should not have been fighting in the
first place.
What is imperative is that the union concentrate its
energy on the OFA, which is crucial to both the
autonomy and finances of the union.
Among other things, the OPA provides for student
control over the lucrative on-campus liquor sales. And
if the administration should decide, during a probable
re-drafting of the OPA, that it wants a piece of the pie,
the students are put in the position of asking not only
How high do I jump?" but "How long do I stay in the
air?"
The union must proceed with extreme caution. The
administration has already demonstrated, through this
incident, that it doesn't take the student voice seriously.
I remember John Weir once saying that students
come and go: they're here for only four years. "What I
must represent," Weir said, "is what has beenhere for
75 years, and what will be here for years to come."
The union must hope Weir expands his vision
slightly. He must be made to recognize that the
students, and their union, will also be here for those
years to come.
And although the union is much more fragile (due to
yearly turnovers), it has shown it can and will stand up
when it believes its rights are violated by a con-
descending administration more thana little anxious to
keep students in what it perceives to be their place.
Election? What election?
News Comment
By
Heather McAsh
I went to the Homecoming Game on Saturday and
marvelled in the show of school spirit. The bleachers
were full and everyone cheered themselves hoarse.
Perhaps, I mused, apathy is dead on campus. Since
then it has occurred to me that most of the purple and
gold people there must have beenalumni because once
again student apathy has lazily appeared before my
eyes.
Elections? Ho hum. Or rather, who cares? Evidently
not very many students. Granted WLUSU might not
be everyone's cup of tea, but acclamation seems tobe
becoming a cliche around campus. Once again anyone
who managed to drag themselves up to the second
floor of the SUB and sign their name to a nomination
form has become a member of the BOD (for the benefit
of frosh — all the present BOD were acclaimed).
There's not much hope for the futureeither. Only four
frosh were interested enough for the five spots availa-
ble on the First Year Council.
So, what's the problem, you ask? If these people are
interested — and they must be to have sought nomina-
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tion — they'll do a good job, right? Maybe. Elections
serve not only to eliminate candidates but also to raise
issues and motivate candidates to educate themselves
for their potential positions. Sometimes, during inter-
views or open forums, candidates could find them-
selves mumbling "My position on the health plan?
Ummm. The health plan is an important, yet complex
issue and 1 could notpossibly take a stand on it until I've
studied the issue further." Interpretation: "What the
hell is the health plan?" Andeveryone listening crosses
this candidate's name off their list.
What do we really know about this group of people
who call themselves the BOD?Very little. Maybe some
of them, if challenged in an election, would show them-
selves to be illiterate or incompetant. Maybe they
would earn our confidence. The new acclaimees might
fit under the same category. Before they knew they
were acclaimed they were invited to make submissions
to the Cord. Only three of six bothered. They didn't
know there would be no election. And yet now, for an
absolute minimumamountof effort they are our repre-
sentatives on theadministrative level of student govern-
ment, making decisions which affect our money and
our campus.
We will likely be asked to ratify the new BOD but
unless one of them is an outspoken advocate of mass
murders, no one will have many objections.
To blindly vote yes to ratification is no solution to the
problem. Until we have more information about these
"candidates" we have no idea whether they should be
our representatives. Students should be given the
opportunity to learn about each of the acclaimees, as
they would in an election, and only then make an edu-
cated choice as to who constitutes the BOD.
If WLUSU offers us the chance to vote yes or no to
all candidates in a token voteof ratification, it makes no
sense to approve. Ratification should logically take
place on an individual level: yes to candidate A; no to
candidate B.
But the real problem lies with us and our collective
apathy. Let's hope the General Election in the winter
proves to be a true testing ground for the many candi-
dates for next year's student government.
LETTERS
TO
THE
EDITOR
Student Union
condemns UW
(Editor's Note: The following is the
text of a letter from WLUSUPres-
ident Brian Thompson to UW Fed-
eration of Students President Scott
Forrest regarding theassault on the
Golden Hawk mascot on September
20.)
Dear Mr. Forrest:
It is with great concern that I write
to you about the events on Saturday,
September 20th, 1986. Our Boardof
Directors have asked me to convey
our disappointment with several
students from the University of
Waterloo and their treatmentof our
school mascot.
We do not disapprove of the
healthy rivalry which exists between
our two schools. In fact, this comp-
etitive environment is what allows
our institutions to exist side by side,
yet maintain our differences.
However, there comes a point
where healthy rivalry can go too far!
We strongly condemn the action
of those individuals who unjustly
attacked our school's mascot. We
feel theattack was notsimply against
our Hawk, but it represents an
assault to the pride of each Laurier
student. I know you share our
concern and we should begin to
rectify this problem so it never
happens again!
I would hate to think our mascots
should fear being attacked every
time there is a game. The individuals
who wear these costumes are more
than just a Hawk or a Trojan, but
living flesh.
So, let's work together to help
prevent our people from being
physically abused.
Sincerely,
Brian Thompson
President of WLUSU
Cord comment
'slanted trash'
I am not sure if Sarah Hayward's
news comment, The Cord Sept.
25, was to be taken as humor or
taken seriously. If it was meant as a
serious comment it is a deplorable
piece of slanted trash, managing to
judge the members of the BOD
soley on one of many tasks they are
assigned.
It has been my experience as a
member of both the BODand OMB
during my undergrad years '77-'80,
that some of the quiet members on
the board are the true workhorses
for WLUSU and the student body.
These people realize that the board
meetings are "showboat time" for
the argumentative and so they con-
centrate theirefforts on the various
committees a BOD membersits on.
Efforts in researching and debating
issues through in committees before
presentation to the board are a lot
more time-consuming and beneficial
to the students than shooting ones
mouth off on a Sunday night meet-
ing. Maybe it would not be too much
to ask Ms. Hayward to give us a
report on howthe elected represen-
tatives are doing on the committees
they are on?
J. Krister Ulmanis
Ist year seminarian
Hug was not
fatherly
Thoseembraces were too"father-
ly" you say (David Falk as Emile put-
ting the arm on Nellie, Debbie For-
bush) in yourreview of SouthPacific.
Well, I'm not so sure. With some
of those slick handsome guys like
Falk that fatherly stuff is just a stra-
tegic come-on, you know. Besides
he hadto make it look good; his wife
was sitting in the front row watching
closely the whole time. And Deb-
bie's husband is a minister! He was
lurking in the wings somewhere be-
cause Isaw himat the cast gathering
afterward.
Not much wonder then that
Emile's voice "strained" a bit in
Some Enchanted Evening. Under
the circumstances I thought that
was just what was to be expected.
After all, tenure is not a licence for
every liberty.
And"woodenand unconvincing",
you say? Don't you believe it. The
"audience" where I was certainly
wasn't "sceptical about the relation-
ship". Not after seeing Nellie in that
bathing suit scene. We knew what
was going on; we knew the way he
was playing it.
In our section, we understood.
We understood.
Gerald Noonan
Toilet Tar takes its toll
Picture your toilet.
Got it? You know where those two bolts are securing
it to the floor, one on either side? What is thatbrownish
gunge that grows there? You know the stuff I mean.
Admit it, your toilet has it too. Why does this fungus
grow there? Where does it come from?
My bathroom is, I admit, not the cleanest in the
world. Part of the reason for this is that I live in with two
male roommates in an apartment where laziness reigns
supreme. Cleaning, as we all know, is someone else's
work, but definitely not your own.
Having said this, I have to wonder what is so difficult
about replacing the toilet paper that myself or my
roomates can't do it. 1 don't mean just pulling another
roll out of the cupboard. 1 mean actually fitting it on to
the spool. I can't count the number of times I have
reachedfor the toilet paper only to findhalf a roll sitting
on the cistern behind me,or on the edge of the bathtub.
Each time I put it on the spool, I am worried that my
roommateswill see and laugh at me. "Ah, ha, ha! What
a fairy! Lookit, he's replacing the toilet paper! How ya'
doin', Molly Maid? Har, har!"
But back to my fungus, or Toilet Tar. It really irks me.
So I tried an experiment about a month (or was it six
weeks) ago. I cleaned the bathroom. I did a great job
too. I got some cleaning powderand a brush, scrubbed
the bowl, the seat, the bathtub, the sink, and even the
mirror. Then I took Tess's facecloth (Tess is one of my
roommates) and wiped everything down, including the
Toilet Tar around the bolts. I watched Tess closely to
Professor Fun
see if it started to grow on his face.
Shortly thereafter, Tess started to complain about
his tan fading, even though he takes his shirt off as soon
as there is even a hint of sunlight. So I started to watch
Tess more closely. And darned if his skin wasn't
starting to lighten!
I vaguely remember my high school science exper-
iments, and the teacher telling us to repeat experi-
ments. Only this time, I altered the conditions
somewhat. I didn't bother to clean the bathroom this
time, I just went straight to the Toilet Tar with Tess'
facecloth.
This time, the effect was more drastic. Tess started
to fade before our very eyes.
Every morning, when we walked past the bathroom,
we could see Tess leaning close to the mirror, peering
anxiously at his reflection. He would clean the mirror
again and again, thinking that it was perhaps so dirty
that it was altering his complexion.
After four or five days, we awoke to the sound of the
shower roaring and a bathroom full of steam. We
peeked in the shower, but all we could see was a
facecloth on the floor of the tub.
Since then, the place is a bit roomier, but we are
stuck paying all of the rent ourselves. Do you know
anyone who needs a place? (Only those with their own
facecloths need apply.)
QUESTION
OF THE WEEK
By Stephan Deschenes and Andrew M. Dunn
Do
you
think Laurier students need a drug plan?
Yes! I think it's absolutely
disgraceful that we don't
have a drug plan. Students
who need medication can't
afford it.
Andrea Kamin,
Masters Psychology
Of course they do because
everybody assists every-
body else.
Donna Tcigen,
Head Nurse
Definitely, a group narcotics
plan.
Moff, Mike, Cobra, BS,
Honours Narcotics
Oh hell yeah!
Joe Hirschegger,
3rd Year Math
Yes because drugs are ex-
pensive and students don't
have
any money.
Dorothy Madden,
Ist Year Archeology
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COMMENT—
Acclaimed candidates illustrate apathy
Continued from page 8
Elections? Acclamations
All candidates were invited to make sub-
missions to the Cord. Although all candi-
dateshave beenacclaimed, it is still impor-
tant to be informed about these new
acclaimees. The deadline for submissions
came before the acclamations were
announced; all submissions received were
printed.
Candidates for the WLUSU Boardof Direc-
tors were asked to respond to the following
questions within a limit of 400 words:
1. What qualities and skills do you have
which qualify you for theBoard of Directors?
2. Are the present guidelines for "in-camera"
board meetings adequate? What improve-
ments, if any, would you like to see im-
plemented?
3. What should WLUSU include in its brief
to the task force on the drinking age?
4. What are you criticisms of WLUSU?
Vicky Birkett
__
1. The Board of Directors participates in
many activities that affect the rights and
privileges of the students. Many of these
activities including board meetings and spe-
cial projects are time consuming and involve
a great deal of work. However, I feel that I
am capable of organizing myself in order to
devote enough time to these responsibili-
ties, and accomplish the objectives of these
activities.
I also intend to voice my opinion in the
areas that I see are most beneficial to the
students. I feel that this is the only way to
satisfy the needs of the students.
2. I feel that the present guidelines for
in-camera board meetings are in need of
review. WLUSU should draw up a set of
rules regarding attendance at these meet-
ings that would aim to benefit everyone
involved. This includes allowing presenta-
tions by non voting members at certain
meetings. More specifically at meetings
where issues concerning them are dis-
cussed. However, until the matter has been
more extensively reviewed and proposals
considered no abrupt changes should be
made.
3. In order to decrease the amount of
drinking and drunk driving among young
people, the government has proposed to
raise the drinking age. However, as only
approximatley twenty percent of all drunk
driving accidents are caused by those under
the age of twenty-one, this course of action
would only result in an increase of uncon-
trolled drinking outside public establish-
ments by this age group. I therefore feel that
WLUSU should state that the problem does
not lie with the drinking age, but in the edu-
cation of the young regarding drinking. If
teenagers become aware, at an earlier age,
of its potential effects, they will be less likely
to abuse it.
4. WLUSU handles many important
affairs that directly affect the students. How-
ever I feel that the student body as a whole is
not aware of WLUSU's reponsibilities, ob-
jectives and past accomplishments. I think
that it is important that WLUSU inform the
students of the board's functions and more
specifically who is heading the activities. I
feel that this would make it easier for stu-
dents to approach WLUSU and its mem-
bers, and encourage them to participate in
school activities.
Candidates for the First Year Council were
asked to respond to the following questions
within a limit of 300 words:
1. What qualities and skills do you have
which qualify you for theFirst Year Council?
2. Howdo you perceive the role of the First
Year Council?
3. What is the most important issue facing
frosh, in your opinion? How would you deal
with this issue?
Jill Archer
Although it seems as if I've been here at
Wilfrid Laurier University for longer than a
month
...
I haven't and neither have you.
Despite the fact that a lot of things have
All candidates have been acclaimed: Jill Archer, Bruce
Hodges, Mary Robinson and John Stapleford are the new
members of the First Year Council. Vicky Birkett (business)
and Emily Czarnata (music) are the new members of the
WLUSU Board of Directors.
One position for First Year Council and two positions for Business
Directors remain open. An election time will be announced at a later
date.
been happening around this school in the
last month that concern us as first year stu-
dents, there are some problems. One such
problem that has been brought to my atten-
tion during the past weeks has been the
inadequate facilities available for "under-
age" first year students. While the Turret,
Wilfs, and PubCrawls sponsored by various
campus clubs cater to the "of age" students
that dominate the school — it seems unfair
to discriminate against those students who
aren't.
This is not a self oriented problem for
myself, as 1 am presently of age, but it is
something that must be brought to the
attention of Senior Committees.
Because of limited space here, I'm not
able to express my views on all those incon-
sistencies within the present system that I'm
aware of, such as the first year English
Entrance Exam, the Buddy System etc.
However, they should be attendedto some-
time in the near future. Which brings me to
the point of this rather longwinded and quite
possibly boring little excerpt you've been
reading, if anyone has been. That is, to get
your support as an elected first yearcouncil
representative. The name is Jill Archer and
I'm serious about this,... really I am.
Bruce Hodges
Greetings Fellow Frosh!!
You are undoubtedly confused about
what first year council is, never mind who to
vote for. First year council is your voice in
the things that affect you as first year stu-
dents at WLU. The council expresses your
concerns and interests as well as keeping
you informed of the events and activities
organized for you.
I am an enthusiastic first year business
student. I speak up in a crowd and will
always express and support what I think. I
am easily approachable and very easy to
talk to. I am open to new and different opin-
ions and ideas and I will voice and support
these ideas as best I can. I am involved in
other clubs andactivities around the univer-
sity. However, I have not devoted large
amounts of time to these activities until I
have devoted the necessary time to council,
thus putting forth my best effort.
My main concern regarding first year stu-
dents is involvement. As you will all agree,
frosh week was a success. However, since
then we have faded in with the other stu-
dents. As first year students we need social
functionsandactivities such as Turret nights
and pubs which bring us together as a class.
We also need to be better informed of the
activities which are arranged for us. This
couldbe achieved by a page in the Cord for
first year students or even a newsletter of
our own. Questions such as why can't we
have refrigerators in residence room?, why
don't Laurier students get student rates in
city busses?, and how can off campus hous-
ing be better organized?, all need to be
addressed.
These are just a fewof the problems that
face you as first year students. Let's stand
upandbe heard on these issues.
If you want
to be heard vote BRUCE HODGES for first
year council.
Health Plan Referendum
The following is a consolidated platform presented by the Chairs of the
"Yes" and "No" campaigns:
On October 7,1986, Laurier students go to the polls to decide on the
possibility of having a comprehensive health plan on campus next year.
The plan includes all prescription drugs with the exception of oral
contraceptives. This includes precondition coverage which is continua-
tion of prescriptions prescribed previous to joining the plan. It will be done
at a cost of $1.00 per prescription using a pay-direct card. No other cash
outlay will have to be made by the student.
Italso covers extended health care which includes semi-private hospital
room, X-rays, ambulance service chiropractor and physiotherapist
among other benefits. Accidental dental coverage (not regular dental
coverage) is also included. Other benefits are life insurance ($2,000), loss
of use of limb ($10,000), fracture indemnity and excess hospital and
medical coverage outside of Canada.
An opt out clause is provided with proof of any other coverage to be
submitted in the form of a photocopy of the plan. A refund will be made
after proof is provided.
This comprehensive plan will be made available to all students for a cost
ofapproximately $16.00 for twelve months. If the students vote two-thirds
in favour of having the plan, it will begin September 1,1987.
The company which we will be dealing with is M.H. Ingles and Asso-
ciates, Insurance Brokers, Toronto. Currently covered through this plan
are MacMaster University and Carleton University. Other schools with
similar plans include Memorial, Dalhousie and U of W.
It's your decision, please make sure you vote in the Concourse on
Tuesday, October 7.
Andrew Reid, "Vote NO" Chair
Maryann Sharpe, "Vote YES" Chair
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HEALTH PLAN
REFERENDUM
"Have a Vote on Your Health"
Vote on:
October 7,1986
10 am to 4 pm
in the Concourse
More information may be obtained from Maryanne Sharpe (Yes
Chair) and Andrew Reid (No Chair).
Public Reading
There are some poets in my larder
But I do not have the ardour
To discover how they all got in there
It is a very cramped affair
And 1 often wonder how all those Muses
Can make that battle line with no bruises
They are not pleasant fellows, you see, they brood
And each day they make it so much harder
To be gentle concerning my good food
Ihave some poets in my larder
They are such an unruly group
They complain so terribly loud
About the unbearable crowd
Yet do not disband their little troop
Ido encourage it. Take Tennyson
He shows an allergic strain
When brought near venison
And yet in the chasm of his pain
He still chooses to remain.
Still, when dinner is done
And the peace of my stomach is won
1 think upon all the great lines
That still lie among my wines.
Ron Franzen
Requiem for what may come
We are bound in a paradox of time,
You told me,
Serious in a moment: you never were before
Time organizes and limits us, you said
And I knew you were right.
Experience is still humbling you, but
Hasn't quite succeeded.
It is joyous to see
You fling sheer defiance at reality,
Careless gay bravado is
the hallmark of your pride.
But all systems tend toward chaos.
And yours will that way go
Someday,
When your parameters fall, for
They don't structure life, merely limit it.
Then you'll know
You are right but wrong
For time is infinite, and
Parallel to our understanding of
Each other.
Someday,
When you reach the chaos of experience,
You'll find me there.
Not comprehending, you'll see
That's where you
Have limited me.
Unknowingly — and 1 you,
Now what do we do?
Andrea Cole
The Willow That Bows Shall Not Break
War in the Pacific.
And a world
already uneasy
with contradictions,
neglects another.
I, Hirohito,
emperor of all my sleep,
dream of marine biology,
and count among the Kamikaze of my memory
ten smaller suicides,
diving for their Emperor
at Pearl.
"Across the sea,
corpses in the water;
across the mountain,
corpses heaped upon the field.
I shall die only for the Emperor.
I shall never look back."
My soft, sad fishes,
my submariners.
If it were not for
the dim nakedness, the moist depth
of your craft,
you would see that the enemy's battleships
are not patient origami
to cut and fold.
You could look back
to the new heat of our cities
and cry out.
For to speak a word
in a submarine
is to hear the heart
beat twice,
and stop,
the breath
here tightly drawn,
like a claustrophobic's diary,
like an iron lung patient's scream.
POSTSCRIPT TO THE WILLOW THAT BOWS SHALL NOT
BREAK
On the eve of the surrender of Japan, military staff officers sought
to prevent the broadcast of a recording of the Emperor Hirohito's
formal declaration of peace. Finding the Divine Emperor asleep
however, the officers, believing it impious to wake him, did not. The
broadcast was subsequently made that evening.
The Emperor, a fervent amateurmarine biologist, had not spoken
in direct opposition to the Japanese war effort, but had been
resigned to a secondary and ornamental role in its course. A great
admirer of Confucius, a favourite parable cited was that of the oak
that braved a storm only to be broken; while a willow, in bowing to
the storm's fury, survived.
A littleknown incidentat the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour was
the destruction of five two-man mini-submarines, an invention
unique to the Japanese panoply. Employed to expose the hulls of
the American warships harboured there, while naval aircraft fired
from above, the experiment failed, and has been explained as the
cause of Japan's limited interest in submarine warfare in the Pacific
War.
The lyric in mid-poem, beginning "Across the sea" and ending "I
shall never look back," is a translated text of a marching song
called "Umi Yukaba," popular with Japanese infantry in 1941.
J. David Black
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Help Wanted Miscellaneous Personals
NOONHOUR SUPERVISORS IF YOUR ARE DISTRESSED
ATERBUFFALOES:
needed from 1130 to 1:00. by a possible pregnancy, Birth-
Don t miss the 2nd Annual Joe
Work Mon. to Fri. or your right
offers free pregnancy
Rockhead s Volunteer Fire-
choice. Minirpum wage paid. tests and practical help. Phone
man s Costume Ball, Wed Oct
Phone Don Poth at MacGregor
579-3990. ?, upstairs
at the Kent. Watch
School, Central St., 885-6200.
.
f
°?'
details. Trivia this week.
_____
What company did Fred work
BABYSITTER WANfED in my _ ,
for? Answer next week.
home Tues and/orWed.even- Typing Services
ings. Occasional weekend WENDY!!! WE love you! Happy
evening. For 5 yr. old girl. Call Birthday from 74B and all your
886-1527. friends on William.
NEED SOME TYPING DONE?
Call Elizabethat 743-7986after urgently required new Best
Lost& Fottad 5 p.m., 576-4050ext. 2068:30- fRiendforsUChdivErsified tasks
5:00 p.m. P/U and delivery if as jd consumption, shaking
needed. tHe night Away and general
mayhem. musT bE fun, Spon-
LOST - SET OF KEYS (about SAME DAY WORD Processing. whaUO eve?
8) on key ring, with bo tie (24-hour turn around if you |ease suBmit gn indepth
opener and key chain Lost in book ahead). Close (near
resumeoutliningyourdrinking
Ezra-KingSt. vicmity (I think!) Seagram Stadium) Depend- and woman izing abilities
Please call Scott at 746-4487. able, $1.15 per double-spaced a| with a $50
»
Qrder
page Resumes $4 per page. to mftch 746_budy
STOLEN FROM WLU Library pu^.^i?^
8 provided.
4th floor-whitecanvaspurse,
°
ATTRACTIVE 22-year-old female
Wed., Sept. 24 at 1.45 seeks companionship with tall
Presumed to have been dis- TYPING: FAST ACCURATE athletic man in uniform
carded in WLU area. If found and reliable. Will pick up and Weakness for men with exper-
please return to security office, deliver. Will correct spelling ience in north-western isolated
—
and grammar (English grad). communities.Promises to help
$1 per double-spaced page, in debriefing upon re-entry into
Miscelianeons Call Suzanne at 886-3857 civilization. Warning to teach-
ers and nurses: "Ne touche
TYPING, ESSAYS, WORK pas a mon homme!"
u,, nr,, To.
, Term reports, projects. Cater-
a *
5 UTS. models ing tostudents. In a rush —call
,. /CMnv n,needed for advanced cutting phnnp WENDY
— 86 guys like me-
seminars. Must be willing to how about you?
have updated looks. For more
information call 884-5141. PROFESSIONAL TYPING.
Essays, work term reports,
HAPPY 21st Party Boy from
,,
■
.
theses etc. Fast, accurate, de- Party House. Love your Noc-
NORTH TORONTO Collegiate
pendable service. $1 per
turnal friends from Harlot
Institute 75th Anniversary doublespaced page, call 886-
House.
Reunion, April 23-26,1987. For 4347 (Sonia)
"
more info, please send your _,.
name, (maiden name if mar- -
u
?
v
. Tu
3
iT f*u-°
r
ried) full address, yearof grad-
TYPING! Essays and resumes. shorts. You re thebest thing since
uation and phone nummber Paper supplied.
Reasonable sliced bread!
to rates.
Close to universities. Call
NTCI Reunion committee Donna at
888-6308.
T0 jHE GUYS AT HOTEL
70 Roehampton Avenue REGINA: Thanks for the gifts.
Toronto, Ontario TYPING
DONE OVER NIGHT.
They are sure to bring many
M4P1R2 IBM Selectric_ Twenty years pleasure for all parties Con-
or Phone (416) 488-NTCI experience.
Parkdale/Lake-
cerned. Be sure to watch out
1
— nn£"^7Q
rea Anne for that white creamy stuff, the
885-4679.
pj n k stringy stuff, and those
S.A.F.E. Services will once — U.F.O.'s - they might offend
again be holding its self- __ the city!
Re-
defense course during the Fo* Sale member to keep your doors
months of Oct. and Nov. Sign locked at night cause you'll
up in the info, booth as quickly
never know when we'll strike
as possible as space is limited. again! Marsha, Jan & Cindy.
For more information please NEED TIRES at a reasonable
feel free to come to the S.A.F.E. prices? Call Wayne. New, used, C1 CLEPTOS: Don't forget, to-
services office (WLUSU) or all season & large selection of night's the night! McGinnis at
contact S.A.F.E. Director Jim factory seconds in snow tires. 6:00,74B after, and if we're still
Fargey. 893-8103 after 6 pm. able - Taps! See you there!!
LAURIER LEATHER JACKETS
aHgjjKft&t. -Highest Quality Garment Leather
-Excellent Custom Workmanship
Msg!! -Friendly Personal Customer Service
| -In Business Since 1962
LEATHER JACKET complete with
0 crest,
back and sleeve letters from $175
MELTON JACKET complete with
leather sleeves with crest, back and
sleeve letters from $135
Carnation Sportswear
437 Spadina Ave. (at College)
Toronto,Ont. 416-979-2707
JUST A SHORT V/i HOUR DRIVE FROM CAMPUS
Personals Personals Personals
ATTENTION FOOTBALL THANKS ANDREW AND MIKE
TO ALEC & THE 3 F's: Thanks
HEROES: ...and once you're a for helping moving this past
again for the beach party,
starter, don't you wish you weekend. Muchly ap-
How about gettingtogetherfor
could score predated
a turkey dinner in the near
a TD !?! future & celebrating surviving
the first month of school? BJC
, IZTTT FORMER FREDITOR: I never
HAPPY BIRTHDAY KIMBO. We
thought student life could be
would have got you a Bear, so much fun (i.e KD couches
DEAR MISS MOUSE: Here'sto
But you already have one! vCR's...) Definitely the mega
the return of: a Purple haze,
Love, K.K.L.L.
weekend. Former Foto Tekkie.
two hearts on a string with a
backward view to the future, a
BEWARE THE SLITHERING | LOVE THE FEEL of vour ribs
left ti9er's.eye and a
ball of varn whirh attacks hare
y fandamntastic looking mouse.
D n t yarn nicnattacKS D r and I love you. Cheers White Knioht
and unsuspecting feet... -
on r . wnn
upcomingupcomingupcoming
Thwrs., Oct. 2
MUSIC ASSOCIATION pre-
sents Jazz Cabaret/86. From 8
pm to 12. Come after class for
a good time!!
CAREER EXPLORATION Work-
shop will be held from 10:00 to
11:30 a.m. in P1005.
PARTICIPATING IN
CampusRecruiting? Learn every-
thing you need to know at a
PlacementOrientation Session
from 11:30a.m. to 12:30p.m. in
the Paul Martin Centre.
INTERVIEW SKILLS Work-
shop will be held from 1:00 to
2:30 p.m. in P1005.
Sat., Oct. 4
FOOTBALL ACTION: Western
at Laurier. Kick-off at 2 p.m.
Mon., Oct. 6
ACCOUNTING INTERVIEWS:
An Inside Look! Learn what to
expect in accounting inter-
views from 10:00 to 11:30 a.m.
in P2027/29.
INTERVIEW SKILLS Work-
shop will be held from 2:30 to
4:00 p.m. in C.T.B. 2-201.
Mob., Oct. 6
RESUME WRITING Workshop
/vill be held from 6:00to7:00 in
CTB 5-205.
PROCTOR & GAMBLE Corp-
orate Information Session will
be held from 5:30 to 7:00 p.m.
in the Paul Martin Centre.
Tne»., Oct. 7
ON-CAMPUS RECRUITING
Participants: Attend a Place-
ment Orientation Session to
learn everything you should
know. Paul Marting Centre,
9:00 to 10:00 a.m.
JOB SEARCH Workshop will
be held from 2:30 to 4:00 p.m.
in L235.
CAREER EXPLORATION Work-
shop will be hgeld from 6:30 to
8:00 p.m.
in CTB 4-110.
THE SCIENCE-FICTION Club
will be meeting in p3015at6:30
p.m. today. Comeand be a part
of all the fun and strangeness!
TIME MANAGEMENT Work-
shop: Part 2, 'Using Time
Effectively,' 12:30-1:30 p.m.
P3015.
WEIGHT MANAGEMENT
Group, 2:30-3:30 p.m., Coun-
selling Services, Student
Services Centre, Upper Floor.
HELP!
We at CKMS need your support
during our Fall Funding Drive
call 884-3530 and pledge!
' 1
Wed., Oct. 8
NESTLE ENTERPRISES Infor-
mation Session will be held
from 10:00 to 11:30 a.m. in the
Paul Martin Centre.
GENERAL FOODS Information
Session will be held from 5:30
to 8:00 p.m. in the Paul Martin
Centre.
SUCCESSFUL STUDYING
Workshop: Part 3, Listening
and Note-taking, 12:30-1:30
p.m., P3015.
STRESS MANAGEMENT Infor-
mation Session, 12:30-1:30
D.m., P3027/29.
ATTENTION SKIERS! Varsity
Ski Tearn meeting today at 6:30
o.m. in AC. All interestedskiers
should attend.
SELF-AWARENESS Seminar
covering relaxation, concentr-
ation, mantras, music, art, sport,
fitness and meditation tech-
niques. Speaker: Ben Spector
(Kangal) - Sri Chinmoy Centre,
New York. Free admission, no
donations.Room 135, UW Cam-
pus Centre.
Thar*., Oct. 9
SELF AWARENESS Seminar
covering relaxation, concentr-
ation, mantras, music, art, sport,
fitness and meditation tech-
niques. Speaker: Ben Spector
(Kangal) -Sri Chinmoy Centre,
New York. Free admission, no
donations.Room 135, UW Cam-
pus Centre.
If the Cord were a
car, it would be a
Reliant K. Think
about it.
kC
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ENTERTAINMENT
Puppies,Heads at Fed Hall
By Don Ambridge
Thanks to a fairly recent breath
of fresh air in the entertainment
department at U of W, there has
been a lot more attention alotted
to music that dwells in that
unknown realm lying outside the
mainstream. The most recent
example of this new awareness
was BENT's presentation of Skinny
Puppy and Severed Heads at Fed
Hall on the 24th.
The combination of the two
bands is a package deal presented
by Vancouver-based Nettwerk
Productions, which dealsprimarily
with slick synth/guitar hybrid
bands such as Grapes of Wrath,
Moev and Chris and Cosey.
The pairing showed promise,
but Severed Heads failed for
several reasons. To begin with,
Skinny Puppy's reputation pre-
cedes them, forcing the Heads to
endure a tour below their shadow
of evil notoriety. As well, their
stage presence was sadly lacking,
and pretentious statements be-
tween songs like "did you see your
grandfather in that one?" really
became irritating. If at all neces-
sary, it takes something a little
more convincing thana nice young
man with an endearing Aussie
accent to change my mindset.
Severed Heads were just too
bland, plastic, and seemingly in the
throesof an identity crisis. (Cabaret
Voltaire or Depeche Mode - which
way will we go, guys?)
On to Skinny Puppy. Their
arrival onstage was an exercise in
shock therapy, at least to scores of
intrigued, horrified and evidently
naive students. This seems hilar-
ious in retrospect as a major
portion of the crowd was either
trying to out-punk everyone else
or experiencing some altered state
of consciousness.
So, as Nivek Ogre, vocalist,
writhed about in a plastic bag, all
bloodied and wielding a butcher
knife, definite responses were
elicited. From theK-W intelligentsia
circles present, one could hear,
"Jesus, this is silly, what tripe. Is
this catharsis?"
Silly? Maybe; but Nivek's simu-
lated anguish also reflected a
smidgen of natural, unavoidable
despair. If you've never been
plunged intodark despair for real,
you ain't lived yet.
It wasn't long before many people
were content to simply grab a seat
and copious amounts of alcohol.
The whole affair was starting to
come across as a major, bad acid
trip.
Maybe people would have
reached the quasi-suicidal state
that Nivek, Wilhelm and Cevin
were trying toemote had the show
taken place in, say, a dark alley full
of fresh corpses. But then, one
must think, if everyone did reach
that state, Skinny Puppy might fall
out of existence, as their dark
deification would wane.
The start of the show was
powerful; they played their favour-
ites: Smothered Hope, Assimilate,
Deadlines, Social Deception, and
Blood On The Wall (amongst
lesser-knowns of their new album
Mind: The Perpetual Intercourse).
Wilhelm Schroder, on various
synthesizers, Nivek and Cevin Key,
percussionist (who also does the
writing) played a tight, crisp show.
That's not hard, though, when
most of it is pre-programmed.
When everything is so clean it
squeaks, there is an element
missing. It went down the tubes
with Nivek's fake blood as he
washed his face in the men's room.
Standing at the urinal opposite, I
briefly consideredasking him a few
questions, then thought better of it
— what they had wanted to say
had already been said.
Upcoming U of W. shows:
Friday, Oct. 3rd, Chalk Circle,
Fed Hall. Tickets: Feds $5.00,
others $6.00.
Saturday, Oct. 4th, Fat Hewett,
TheBomb Shelter. Admission free.
Monday, Oct. 6th, DOA, Level 21.
Tickets: Feds $6.00, others, $7.50.
Thursday, Oct. 9th, Das Furlines,
Fed Hall. Tickets: Feds $3.00,
others, $4.00.
All shows begin at 8:00 pm.
Cord photo by Don Am bridge
McCartney's latest a wave on the millpond
By Neville Blair
Those of you have had the
patience to follow the hit and miss
career of Paul McCartney will be
pleased to know thatPress To Play,
his fifteenth offering as a solo artist,
is a satisfying blend of pop/rock
melodies combined with a well-
tailored experimental musical bent.
Since the break-up of the Beatles
sixteen years ago, McCartney's
musical credibility has been period-
ically eroded, due in part to the
generally lukewarm reviews which
his work has received. His uncanny
sense of melody, as impressive as it
is, has frequently been underminded
by a trite and sentimental "love-
ballad mentality" which often
strangles any sense of adventure
from his music. Time has proven
that McCartney is at his most
productive and least contrived when
mounting projects which emphasize
an eclectic pop/rock sound built
around a fairly vague "concept" (ie:
Band On The Run, Tug Of Warand
the highly underrated Venus And
Mars). The implications of this
suggest that McCartney is at his
best when he allows his true musical
sensibilities free reign over his self-
consciousness and his self-indul-
gence. It appears thatwith Press To
Play, McCartney (with a little help
from his friends) has done just that
— and in a quite surprising manner.
The most startling of this albums'
merits must be its highly experimen-
tal nature coupled with a much
harder sound than we have heard
from McCartney in years. Press To
Play iscomposed primarily of heavily
synthesized, rhythmically succinct
numbers which benefit further from
the services of such rock luminaries
as Pete Townsend, Phil Collins,
Carlos Alomar and Eddie Raynor.
Incidentally, the album was co-pro-
duced by Genesis boardman, Hugh
Padgham.
The "Big Mac" has also enlisted
the aid of old croney Eric Stewart as
a co-writer on no less than half the
songs on this album. It is the first
time that McCartney has collabor-
ated with a single composer, to this
extent, since the days of the
Lennon/McCartney dynasty. And
by virtue of this partnership, the
music is tighter, sharper, and most
importantly, actually shows some
courage.
McCartney has been able to
capitalize on his penchant for lifting
chord structures from widely dif-
fering musical genres and has come
up with original sounding, attractive
songs. From the Yaz-like intro of
Talk More Talk to the haunting
acoustic guitar of Footprints, the
range is fascinating. Other notables
are the hyper-synthesized Press, and
the manic, punkish strains of Angry,
a public tongue-lashing of some of
his over-zealous critic. (Listen for
Townsend's patented staccato guitar
swipe on this number)
Unlike previous efforts, this album
shows a degree of maturity lyrically.
McCartney seems to have overcome
his endless obsession with domestic
bliss and now offers us a glimpse
into the frustrations of record
producing or of maintaining ones
privacy despite the presence of that
most fickle of beasts: The Public.
His lyrics do not carry the social
conscience of Bruce Cockburn, nor
do they pack the pop-culture
potency of Elvis Costello.
McCartney succumbs to his private,
somewhat simplistic flights of fancy
and carries on in his own way. And
sometimes it works, the old man
described in Footprints conjures up
images ofan updated counterpartof
Eleanor Rigby's.
In the end, what does this mean?
Given a favourable set of conditions,
Paul McCartney still has the ability
to pull off very interesting, listenable
pieces of music. Press to Play may
alienate some of his fans who have
come to expect his beautiful but
boring ballads. However, this album
does represent a certain amount of
self-discovery for McCartney as an
artist. He may never again be on the
so-called "cutting edge" of the music
scene because it's fashion over form
these days. Any vestiges of unadul-
terated greatness belong to his/our
past — exactly how do you top Hey
Jude?But it is satisfying to see some
challenging music coming from the
gray-haired mop top.
Asked recently about his expecta-
tions of his own music, McCartney
humbly offered Rolling Stone
magazine: "Sometimes a critic will
say, That's really lousy' - and I'll
tend to agree with him...But occa-
sionally a good one comes along,
and occasionally there's a little wave
on the millpond, and thatmakes it all
worthwhile."
Diamond Dave in Detroit
Last year, David Lee Roth was
the lead singer of one of the most
popular bands in the world, Van
Halen. He chose to take a step away
from the security of the Van Halen
camp and venture out on his own
into the rock and roll world. He
didn't leave with the promise of
continuedfame and fortune in a solo
career. He was confident though
thathis Van Halen fans would stand
with him. Skeptics questioned
whether Dave would return to the
hard rock scene since he had
releaseda very mellowEP consisting
of cover songs. Diamond Dave
shone through the clouds of doubt
with the release of his hard-hitting
album Eat 'Em And Smile and the
current tour to promote this album.
ROCK
NOTES
Saturday, September 27th, David
and his hot band played the second
of two shows in the 14,000 seat
Cobo Hall in Detroit, to a near-
capacity crowd.
The opening act, Cinderella,
played a great45 minute set featuring
nine songs off their debut album
Night Songs andalso one unreleased
song. The crowd was very impressed
by this relatively new band and
especially enjoyed hearing
Cinderella's hit single Shake Me,
live.
At 9:10, the David Lee Roth band
hit the stage, beginning an unfor-
gettable evening by playing Shyboy
from their new album. By the third
song of the set, the band began
playing oldVan Halen material which
drove the already-excited crowd into
a fury. After Panama, Detroit native
Greg Bissonette was left alone on
stage to perform a drum solo for his
hometown fans. Roth continued to
leave his band alone on stage at
various times in the set to show off
the band's musical abilities.
In the middle of the show, Dave
appeared aloneon stage, strumming
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This year, WLUSU is continuing its tradition of enjoyable
Wednesday night entertainment. Last Wednesday, Farnham played
for a small but well-pleased crowd. On Wed. October 22nd, Cliff
Ericson will be at the Turretand on the 29th, Marty bearreturns for
his second year as a Wednesday night entertainer.
Cord photo by Scott McDiarmid
No Guru, No Method,
No Teacher, informs
By Kirk Douglas Nielsen
Thanks For The Information. Van
Morrison has a newalbumcalled No
Guru, No Method, No Teacher
When you listen to this album, you
are reminded of Van Morrison in
1968 when he "strolled down
Cypress Avenue, with the childlike
visions leaping into view."
Morrison still walking
down the avenue
Thanks For The Information. Van
Morrison's new album is also remini-
scent of his 1979 masterpiece Into
the Music, where we were to "walk
down the avenue again, and the
healing has begun."
Thanks For The Information. It's
1986and Van Morrison sings to his
peers, "standing in the garden, wet
with rain, and our souls are young
again."
No Guru, No Method, No Teacher
is Van Morrison's sixteenth studio
album, in a career that has spanned
20 years. The obvious question
people ask is, how can he do it?
Well, it wasn't always easy for
Morrison, who had his ups and
downs. He has never gained com-
mercial success, yet he has been a
major influence on rock music. Van
started his career with the Sixties
band, Them, in which he penned the
classic, Gloria. The band broke up
and he went solo.
His second album, Astral Weeks
was a perfect song-cycle, filled with
Van Morrison romanticism, con-
taining such cathartic compositions
as Cypress Avenue and Madame
George. It was with Astral Weeks
that Morrison came up with
Caledonia Soul, which is a mixture
of Folk, Rhythm and Blues, Soul,
Gospel and Rock and Roll.
Van Morrison was on the rise and
continued to put out important
albums with delicate and moving
lyrics. In 1973, he tried to capture
part of the commercial audience but
wasn't successful andendedup with
the weak album, HardNose To The
Highway. Thenin 1974, he went into
a three year retreat from the music
industry.
He returned to the music world
with the aid of Dr. John in 1977
when New Wave had its first impact.
Morrison found himself in a very
difficult situation when everyone
tuned into the sounds of Elvis
Costello and the Talking Heads. He
released Wavelength in 1978, with
synthesized title track, hoping he
was moving with the musical times.
It was a fine album but didn't seem
up to Van Morrison standards.
He finally decided to put out a
Van Morrison album to fully spir-
itualize his Caledonia Soul. The
result was Into the Music, an album
full of passion and quality and his
strongest work since Astral Weeks.
This was the beginning of a newer,
older and wiser Van Morrison, fully
realizing what Caledonia Soul was
ail about. TheEighties have seen the
release of five new Van Morrison
LP's which have weaved together
his poetry and traditional Irish folk
music. He was discovering the Irish
traditions that he was becoming a
part of, and newer songs like Tir Na
Nag and Irish Rover are built out of
the old Irish folklore.
Thanks For The Information. The
new album, No Guru, No Methods,
No Teacher is a beautiful arrange-
ment of traditional music, blended
with chatoyant lyrics and most likely
influenced by Yeats, Ray Charles
and Mose Alison. Words cannot
describe the last song on the album,
In The Garden. When listening to it
in the darkest hour of the night, his
voice, at its best ever, will send
shivers down your spine.
Rcccnt tour is made up
of more intimate music
Ivory Tower is a very realistic
song in which he asks; "Don't you
know the price that I have to pay?"
On Got To Go Back, he dreams of
his youth and wishes that he could
capture a bit of the lost boyhood and
innocence.
Thanks For The Information. Van
Morrison isn't afraid to reject the
mainstream and take his own mus-
ical path. His recent tour is madeup
of his newer more intimate material
and"the healing goes on with the
dreamer."
Men's Club tries to give audience Big Chill
By Steve Elyea
Sex, marriage and friendship are
the three underlying themes of The
Men's Club, a Peter Mebak film.
The unfortunate thing about this
movie was that the themes stayed
too underlying. I am sure thatMebak
had a goal in mind before directing
this movie, but it ended up a waste
of great theatrical talent.
Roy Scheider was the mastermind
behind the formation of an all-men's
club. This was a club where seven
guys got together to talk man to
man (a line used too often in this
movie). They sit aroundat their first
meeting, drinking, smoking up and
talking about their marriages and
how often they cheated on their
wives.
One thing leads to another, and,
after losing a member via a frying
pan blow to the head, by the
sparingly seen Stockard Channing,
the remaining six head to a brothel.
It is at the whorehouse where the
movie breaks down and becomes
quite unbelievable. There are sen-
sitive and intellectual prostitutes and
cheating husbands who finally feel
guilt. But after a night of merriment,
three members pack up the pick-up
with prostitutes and head for Lake
Tahoe while the other three are left
jogging along a bridge.
So what happened to the themes?
The friends who are closest end up
slugging it out, the worst cheater
turns into a qood, loyal husband and
nothing else is resolved. By the end,
it turns into a bad skin-flick with too
much sensitivity floating around Ye
Olde Bordello.
The ads hinted that this movie
was next in line after The Big Chill
and The Breakfast Club. Unfor-
tunately, it is too difficult to follow
the trials and tribulations of seven
men who were not even friends to
begin with. This movie falls short of
the implied billing.
Director Mebak spent too much
time trying to give this movie too
much detail, a fact which makes the
first 15 to 20 minutes of the movie,
downright confusing!
As a final word, if you do wish to
see this movie, go on$2.50 Tuesdays.
You won't feel so bad wasting $2.50
instead of the full price.
Laurier's Voices In Time
celebrates 75 years
While mostLaurier students chose
to leave for parts unknown this
summer, some dedicated WLUers
decided to stay here and work.
"Voices In Time ,"*a production
created to celebrate Laurier's 75th
Anniversary celebration and spon-
sored through a S.E.E.D. grant was
a direct result of four of these same
students.
Sheila Gatensby, James Darling,
Tony DeMelo and Ruth Ann Peters
researched, wrote, rehearsed and
performed this half-hour tribute to
Laurier's first seventy-five years.
Using material obtained from pre-
vious yearbooks, Erich Schultz, chief
librarian and Bruce Hurley, alumni
development, this collage of skits,
song and dance comprise one of the
most energetic productions per-
formed this year.
The entire project was a result of
the group's combined efforts. The
set, consisting of three poster-
adorned black flats served as exit
and entry points for costume and
instrument changes and was both
functional and portable. The cos-
tuming was simple but served to
reflect changing times and attitudes.
Finally, several musical numbers
were accompanied by James Darling
on various instruments such as
saxophone, guitar and kazoo.
The performers 'repertoire ranged
from vaudevillian type knock-knock
jokes to awe-inspiring speech-
making. Interspersed throughout
were period songs and skits and a
Voices In
Time
collage of current events. The thirty
minutes flew by as the energy and
speed of the production carried the
audience along from 1911 to today.
The project began on June 9th
and ran through to its production
dates of July 28th-August 15th.
"Voices In Time" was directed by
Michael Rouse of Institutional
Relations.
The
Laurier
Players:
Sheila Gatensby,
Tony DeMelo, JamesN.
Darling, Ruth Ann Peters^"
Photo courtesy of
Institutional
Relations,
WLU.
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his acoustic guitar. Calling
Bissonette forward to the front of
the stage, he began to tell thecrowd
a story of Bissonette's youngerdays, ,
growing up in Detroit.
This was followed by Ice Cream
Man from the first Van Halenalbum,
which was a definite crowd pleaser
for the women in the audience. The
show continuedwith two more songs
from Eat 'Em And Smile until
guitarist Steve Vai was left on stage
to dazzle the fans with his amazing
guitar prowess. While it may be said
that Eddie Van Halenwas the guitar
hero for the first half of the decade,
Vai certainly has achieved that status
for the second half. Bassist Steve
Sheehan also spent a lot of time in
the spotlight, joining Vai for some
dueling string work.
At the end of the solos, Roth
appeared on a makeshift platform
above the sound control boards at
theback of the arena, which allowed
the fans at the back a better chance
to see him perform.
When the set was finished, the
band returned for two encores,
Jump from VH's 1984 album and
California Girls from Crazy From
The Heat. Once the band had left
the stage, Dave returned to
thank
the Detroit fans for supporting him
on his first solo venture.
By the end of the concert, the
band had played eight songs from
Eat 'Em And Smile, one song from
Crazy From The Heat, and eight
songs from the first six
Van Halen
albums. This is actually more old
material than the new Van Halen
includes in their concerts.
ROCK
NOTES
This entire concert was above all
expectations, providing many sur-
prises and a great rocking evening.
With the confident, strong presence
of this new band, and the fun-loving
personality of David Lee Roth, this
group has no limits and is well on its
way to becoming a supergroup.
Rock News:
Bad Company has re-formed with
former Ted Nugent vocalist Brian
Howe, replacing Paul Rodgers who
is still with The Firm. An advance
single is out called This Loveand the
newalbum shouldbe released within
the next month.
A sad note; Last Saturday night,
bass player Cliff Burton of Metallica
died when the band's touring bus
slid off an icy road. The band's
Toronto appearance is still on as
scheduled.
Yngwie J. Malmsteen's Trilogy,
Boston's Third Stage and Alice
Cooper's Constrictor albums have
been released in the U.S. andshould
be available in Canada soon.
Constrictor is Cooper's first release
since 1978.
Alice Cooper's concert on Hal-
lowe'en night at Joe Louis Arena in
Detroit (capacity: approximately
23,000 for a concert) sold out within
an hour of going on sale. This show
is tentatively scheduled as a live
MTV feature. The Vinnie Vincent
Invasion is scheduled as the opening
act.
Concerts:
Metallica, Maple Leaf Gardens
Concert Bowl. November 7th.
Ticket price,slB.oo.
Bob Seger, Maple Leaf Gardens.
October 23rd, 24th and25th. Ticket
price $22.00.
David Lee Roth, Maple Leaf
Gardens. Oct. 31st, tickets $20.00.
U. of W's Humanities Theatre (HUM) has long been recognized as an excellent venue for
touring stage acts. Last weekend was no exception as The Blyth Festival presented Colleen
Curran's hilarious comedy Cakewalk Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings. Upcoming
features include The Royal CanadianAirFarce tomorrow (Oct. 3rd) and Jazz Canada on Oct.
30th. For tickets and information, phone 885-1211.
Poets
and
Graphic
Artists
needed
This week's Cord has a poetry page.
It would be
nice to have one every month or
so. We need
contributors. Submissions will be taken anytime
and will be used in the next available poetry page.
All submissions should be typed and double spaced
and left with the Entertainment Editor,
Cord office,
2nd floor, SUB. Any drawings submitted
should be
done in pen and ink
and can be any size. All
contributions must be signed initially
and a
pseudonym may be used later if requested.
Old London Town
can get you down
By Matthew Whitehead
I was in Britain this summer and I love London, yet thepx were
some strange things I noticed in this ancient city that ; .vould make one
moan about Old London Town. In comparing it to other places I've
been, it does have a certain English saneness ihat is refreshing. But
for such a large city, it has limitations in comparison to some cities in
Canada and the United States.
Having been born in the U.S. and raised in Canada, the above
statement is definitely true; and although I've only passed through
New York, I have quite a bit of information that amounts to the fact
that London and New York are complete opposites. N.Y. is known as
the city that never sleeps (due to the noise, it is the city that never lets
people sleep) because at any time of night or day you can get or do
whatever you want.
It is a city where your needs are taken care of. If you want to buy
some flowers at 3:00 a.m., no problem. Fancy a squid salad before
dawn, or a full Cuban meal after midnight? All you have to do is walk
out your door. One person I know realized just how civilized New
York really was when he stumbled on an all-night cleaners and shoe
repair shop. The whole city is geared toward service industries which
make money. But why not when it certainly makes life a lot easier for
the consumer?
Restaurants even stay open later in New York. Door to door
delivery is common and it makes perfect sense. And if you want to go
out, vendors sell pizza, Chinese food or burgers on just about every
street corner. In Britain, things like delivery service are almost
unheard of.
The same is true of supermarkets. In most of North America, bag
carriers will fill your grocery bags and carry them out to the car if
necessary. In Manhattan, you can order your groceries by phone and
have them delivered to your door. That kind of service is remarkably
rare in London. There you are faced with the task of stacking your
grocery order, paying for the purchase and trying to exit quickly, all at
the same time. Even if you are too busy to shop, Manhattan-like
service is not offered in this capital city.
When it comes to entertainment, what you can and can't do in
London is severely restricted compared to NYC. New York has all-
night restaurants with no restrictions as to when you can and can't
drink alcohol with your meals. Many cinemas are open all night. Night
clubs are open
later and have fewer restrictions. There are even 24-
hour bowling alleys and ice rinks. To serve all these, public
transportation runs non-stop and there are many more cabs on the
street.
Compared to all this, London seems like a sleepy village. Outside of
the city's centre, it is almost impossible to do anything after 10:30 pm.
Even in the west end, they make it as difficult as possible for people to
enjoy themselves. Most restaurants have stopped serving well before
midnight. Cinemas (with a few exceptions) are shut and most sports
and entertainment centres operate on the principle that you should be
in bed sleeping instead of cavorting all over, all night. The tubes quit
running round about the bewitching hour (12:00 am) and night buses
are few and far between. And if you fancy a drink, you might as well
be in the Vatican, as in swinging London.
Sitting with a friend in one of the few restaurants that we could find
open at 4:00 pm, he was amazed to discover that he could not have a
beer with his afternoon meal and I could not really explain why. The
licensing laws are perhaps the most ludicrous limitations placed on
people as consumers. Not being able to have a cold drink on a sunny
afternoon is only slightly more stupid than having to pay a fortune to
enter a noisy disco, if you want to drink anywhere after 11:00 p.m.
Scrapping all of these and other petty restrictions, and actively
encouraging the growth of service industries will not only add to the
potential for pleasure, but it may flip the sagging British economy. It
would almost be like opening a second economic front, making the
money go round and making London a more attractive place to visit
and live. I'll gladly buy a drink at 5:00 a.m. for the government that
agrees to do that.
Entertainment Quiz
By Elsinore House
1. What was the name of The Jetson's robot maid?
2. What is the name of Sean Connery's new film?
3. Who is the judge on The People's Court?
4. Name the Keaton kids.
5. Who is Lamont Cranston's alter ego?
6. Who was Norma Jean Baker otherwise known as?
7. What are you calling when you dial 1-800-526-8000?
8. Which well-known country singer is also a Rhodes scholar?
9. Who wrote and originally recorded Blue Suede Shoes?
10. When was Cheers established?
Answers
1.Rosey
2.TheNameOfTheRose
3.JudgeJosephWapner
4.Alex,Mallory,JenniferandAndrew
5.TheShadow
6.MarilynMonroe
7.HairClubForMen
8.KrisKristofferson
9.CarlPerkins
10.1895
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Forde Studio Photographers will be at
the concourse on OCTOBER 7,8 from
10:00 am - 2:00 pm to take
appointments for graduation photo
sessions on OCTOBER 14,15,16,at the
Peters Building.
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Wanna have Fun!
■ Wanna Have a Change on I
■ Tues., Wed., Thurs. ■
We Have Live Entertainment
With Mike O'Brien (formerly of Dublin Hj
I Corporation)
Featuring All Types of Music
■* Dancing
*
Every Tues., 20c Wings all night! H
*
Wed., Talent night (great prices) I
I Lots of Fun Try It, It's a I
■ GREAT Change! I
I I
I Westmount Place, Waterloo (Erb & Westmount)
If the Cord were a Ford,
it would be an Edsel.
Think about it.
Dr. Martin Richmond
OPTOMETRIST
Westmount Place Shopping
Centre (inside mall)
PHONE:/46-1000
Services available
DAY& EVENING
by appointment
■
FLOWERS FOR EVERY
OCCASION
Corsages
Boutonnieres
Thanksgiving
Octoberfest
Christmas
Anniversaries
Birthdays
Get Well
AND MUCrt MORE
We Give 10% "ulltime I
Student Discount
Petals 'n Pots NC
Flower & Gift Shop
University Square Plaza
65 University at Weber
Waterloo, Ontario
885-2180
RING I SSs
AVa SUMMERSJDUCH
I THE INTELLIGENT WAY TO A BEAUTIFULTAN
ism112a
s
October 8 & 9
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
5
"
Get a beautiful tan the safe and
—luxurious way at Summer's Touch.
■
_
Ik fl AJP j|Ta nrvrtßT We have the best quality
beds andy
■
■y STUDENT facial units available torday; fully
1 ■ 1 I WH
_ _
air conditioned and stereo
I RATES equipped. Our staff is friendlyand
_
_ _ _
our premises are spotless and
m
_
■ ■ AVAILABLE p'9o*"l'-
forChristmas
Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-7pm.
. v ■
Sat 10am-2pm.
lIWOJII
886-9950
TheBookstore in theConcourse 65 University Ave. E. Waterloo.
SPORTS
Hawks play poorly in 30-15 loss
Guelph not welcome at Homecoming
By Scoop Furlong
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The Golden Hawks football team
were doubled 30-15 by the Guelph
Gryphons Saturday before a large
homecoming crowd. The loss was
the first of the season for the Hawks.
The Hawks did not play well. Poor
play selection, missed tackles, inter-
ceptions, and bad special team play
highlighted the afternoon.
Three ingredients were important
to the Guelph win.
First and foremost was the play of
Gryphon halfback Darryl Skuse.
Skuse rushed25 times for 150 yards
and caught five passes for 51 yards.
Much of Skuse's success can be
attributed to Guelph's offensive line,
which might be the best in the
league.
Secondly was Guelph quarterback
Randy Walters. The veteran quar-
terback used his experience to the
utmost as he plunged for a touch-
down and threw for two more. One
T.D. pass was a 61 yard first quarter
bomb to put Guelph ahead 10-7—a
lead they would never relenquish.
Last but certainly not least was
the play of the Hawks. "We played
and we coached—not very well,"
said a sombre head coach Rich
Newbrough after the game.
Though quarterback Mike Wil-
son's final stats - 22 of 34 for 251
yards and one touchdown - look
impressive, two first half inter-
ceptions hurt the Hawks. Both
attempted passes were poorly thrown
and both were picked off by left
cornerback Mike Knighton.
The defensive line of Randy
Pennet, Bruce Lowe, and Bruce
Martin did not have a good game.
Neither did the rest of the defence.
When cornerback lanHoyte went
down with a knee injury early in the
first quarter, Guelph victimized his
inexperienced replacement Rich
Haye for a long touchdownpass and
an interference call in the end-zone.
More importantly though, the
defense couldn'tcontrol the run and
they failed to pressure Walters, let
alone sack him.
The special teams also lacked
intensity. The punt return team, in
particular, did not concentrate on
rushing the punter or setting up a
return.
The Laurier coaching staff also
did not have a good day."It was a
nightmare," said Newbrough. "No
one played worse thanwe coached".
A few examples:
• Early in the second quarter on a
thirdand two situation, Guelph faked
a punt and ran 11 yards for a first
down. Laurier had only 11 men on
the field at the time.
• Later in the second quarter, the
Hawks had a third downand inches
play on their own 48 yard line.
Wilson dropped back to pass,
couldn't find a receiver, and was
sacked for a loss. Apparently, the
coaching staff thought it was a first
down and consequently signalled in
a passing play.
All in all, there were too many
mistakes made. At times, the
defence looked confused. "Maybe
we have to do what Tuffy Knight
(former Hawk coach) does, goback
to basics, keep it simple," said
Newbrough.
Some changes on offence and
special teams might also be made
before Saturday's home contest
against the undefeated Western
Mustangs.
Newbrough wants to get the ball
to the slotbacks more often, because
other teamsare keying on split-ends
Ken Evraire and Joe Nastasiuk.
Additionaly, the coach wants to
get more speed out of the tailback
position. Newbrough was non-
committal about who might replace
the gutsy Damond
Jamieson. "I'd
use you, Scoop, if you could get
around the corner".
Ideally, Newbrough would like to
use safety Rohan Dove at the
tailback position because of his
exceptional speed. Dove, however,
is too important to the defensive
unit to be moved.
Look for the Hawks to use several
'trick' plays against the Mustangs on
Saturday. A key to beating Western
will be pressuring quarterback Steve
Samways. Samways was a first team
all-star last season as were two of his
receivers, Tim Spriel and Rick
Wolkensberg.
Hawk Talk: Rookie Bill Madden
replaced Randy Pennet on the
defensive line in the second half on
Saturday. Labatt's offensive player
of the game was Ken Evraire while
defensive honors went to Bruce
Martin.
Cornerback lan Hoyte will be out
seven to ten days with a torn medial
meniscus ligament in his knee. No
one is expected back from the injury
list for Saturday's game.
Darryl Skusc
The Golden Hawk is healthy
The Hawk sheds his bandages before the homecoming game against
Guelph. Cord photos by Andrew Dunn.
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Golfers place second in 11-team tourney
The Laurier golf team continued
its excellent play in Ontario Univer-
sities Athletic Association (OUAA)
semi-final action last week, tying for
second plac.e in the eleven team
tournament at Lookout Point Golf
Club in Fonthill.
After the first day, Laurier was
leading the tournament with a team
score of 309, three shots ahead of
Toronto and nine shots ahead of
Guelph. The team tailed off in day
two and ended tying Guelph while
Toronto won the tournament.
The team now moves on to the
OUAA championships at The Nat-
ional Golf Club in Woodbridge on
October 6 and 7.
Rugby
The Golden Hawk rugby team
ran into a much tougher R.M.C.
Rugby team than expected this past
weekend in Kingston. The Hawks
dropped an 18-14 decision to the
Redmen.
Laurier led for most of the match
but their effort went for nought, as a
ten minute lapse late in the second
half allowed Royal Military College
to score 12 points.
TheHawks hada 6-3 halftime lead
thanks to thekicking ofNeil Gratton.
The Hawks exploded at the start of
the second half culminating in a try
scored by 'Hoot' Gibson, as he
burst through from his fullback
position. Gibson's score was the
result of excellent rucking and
mauling by the forwards.
Scott Allanby scored Laurier's
other try on a "heads-up" play and a
missed tackle by theR.M.C. fullback.
Coach Peter Muirhead thought
the Hawks did not utilize the wind,
which was at their backs in the first
half, to the fullest.
On Wednesday, the rugby Hawks
travelled to Trent in search of their
first victory.
Men's Tennis
The men's tennis team travelled
to London for the OUAA West-
division championships this past
weekend. The team put forth a
more than respectable showing by
placing second in the four team
tournament.
Home court advantage proved to
be the deciding factor as Western
won the tournamentand advanced
to Queen's to play the East division
champion for the OUAA champ-
ionship. Windsor and Waterloo
finished third and fourth.
Highlighting the tournamentwas
the play of Remco Daal who won all
three of his singles matchesand two
of his three doubles matches. The
doubles team of Daal and Jim
Alexander were one win away from
advancing to the OUAA finals. Other
teammembers includedDave Thom-
Hawk roundup by
Christopher McGrail
Jay Wedgbury
Sally Lichtenberg
Chris Fischer
son, Dave Thomas, and Jay Wcdg-
bury.
Under a new format this season,
the men's tennis season is over after
just two tournaments.
Women's Tennis
The women's tennis team had a
trying weekend against McMaster
and Western in London. Compet-
ition was stiff and the outcome was
not as pleasing as the Hawks had
hoped it to be.
Laurier finished behind both
Western andMac, however, Laurier's
number one player Janet Forbes
knocked off Western's number one
in three sets (1,6), (6,2), (6,2). Last
week's athlete-of-the-week, Kiki
Urosevic, won her match against
Mac's number three seed.
The doubles teams of Urosevic
/Sally Lichtenberg and Forbes
/Andrea Ogden performed admir-
ably against Western but both
eventually lost in three set matches.
The weekend proved exhausting
for all the teams involved — not
because of actual tournament play
but because of poor tournament
organization. Western was ill-
prepared for bad weather. The
women were forced to wait long
hours in between matches, which
created tensionand frustration for a
number of competitors.
The Hawks will walk down the
road to the Waterloo Tennis Club
on Seagram Drive this weekend to
play Guelph and Brock.
Women's Soccer
The Wilfrid Laurier women's
soccer team dropped a pair of road
games this past week to fall to 1-2 in
league standings. The Lady Hawks
lost 2-0 to Western and 3-1 to
Guelph.
Saturday's loss to Western came
at the feetof a much larger andmore
experienced Western squad. The
game was played in less than ideal
conditions, as rain subdued both
fans and players.
Against Guelph, the Gryphons
took advantage of a breakaway to
take a 1-0 lead mid way through the
first half.
Guelph upped their lead to 2-0
five minutes before the half ended,
as a free kick from just outside the
18 yard box eluded all Hawk defend-
ers.
Laurier came back to cut the lead
in half ten minutes into the second
half. A scramble in front of the
Guelph net produced a shot and
goal for Hawk rookie Michelle
Burlock.
Mid-way through the half, Guelph
scored the insurance goal on a
corner kick.
Coach Horace Braden
was not
impressed with the play of the
Hawks. "We did notplay as a team,"
said Braden. According to Braden
the game's difference was that
Guelph capitalized on their scoring
opportunities while Laurier did not.
Scoreboard
OUAA Football
Standings
Western
Guelph
McMaster
LAURIER
Windsor
Toronto
York
Waterloo
Results
Toronto 36, Windsor 32
Western 18, York 4
Guelph 30, LAURIER 15
McMaster 33, Waterloo 2
Upcoming Games
Western at LAURIER (Saturday, October 4, 2 p.m.)
Windsor at McMaster (Saturday, October 4 )
York at Guelph (Saturday,, October 4 )
Waterloo at Toronto (Friday, October 3)
OUAA Soccer-West
Standings
Windsor
McMaster
LAURIER
Brock
Guelph
Western
Waterloo
Ryerson
Results
LAURIER 3, Waterloo 1
Windsor 4, Western 1
McMaster 1, Brock 1
Guelph 4, Ryerson 0
Western 5, Ryerson 0
LAURIER 8, Brock 0
Windsor 2, Guelph 1
Waterloo 1, McMaster 1
Windsor 1, Brock 0
LAURIER 2, Guelph 0
McMaster 2, Western 1
Waterloo 3, Ryerson 0
Upcoming Games
LAURIER at Windsor (Saturday, October 4, 1 p.m.)
LAURIER at Western (Sunday, October 5, 1 p.m.)
OWIAA Socccr-Wcst
Standings
Western
Guelph
McMaster
Waterloo
LAURIER
Brock
Results
Guelph 3, LAURIER 1
Western 1, Brock 0
Waterloo 1, McMaster 1
McMaster 1, Guelph 0
Western 3, LAURIER 0
Waterloo 1, Brock 1
Upcoming Games
Waterloo at LAURIER (Saturday, October 4,2 p.m.)
Brock at LAURIER (Wednesday, October 8,4 p.m.)
OUAA Rugby-Tier II
Standings
Guelph
Brock
RMC
Carleton
Trent
LAURIER
Results
Trent 7, RMC 7
Guelph 16, Carleton 11
RMC 18, LAURIER 14
Brock 18, Trent 0
Upcoming Games
LAURIER at Brock (Saturday, October 4, 2 p.m.)
Flying Hawks
Blair Fowlie
Last year's rookie of the year has
continued to perform well for the
Lady soccer Hawks. A second year
sweeper, Fowlie has played ex-
tremely well in all the games this
year.
Picture not available
Roy Abraham
Abraham, a rookie centre-
forward, scored four goals in the
game against Brock on Saturday.
On Sunday, he scored his fifth goal
in two games, netting the winner
against Guelph.
Remco Daal
Second year tennis player Remco
Daal had a great weekend at the
Western finals in London. Daal won
five of six matchesand was one win
away from qualifying for the OUAA
doubles championship.
Sports Quiz
By The Langer
1. Who was the most traded professional baseball player? Hint: he was
traded by the Washington Senators 5 times.
2. Who is the major league pitcher with the worst won/lost record?
(considering he must have pitched in at least 100 games.)
3. What American bestselling author was knocked out by heavyweight
champion Jack Dempsey in 1923?
4. What French concert pianist participated in the shot put at the
LondonOlympics in 1948?
5. What are the most lopsided scores in U.S. high school competition in
football, basketball, baseball, and hockey?
6. Whohas lost the most Sugar Bowls? hint: it's the same team that lost
by the biggest margin in a Sugar Bowl game.
7. What was the most lopsided victory in an NFL or AFL championship
game, and who were the participating teams?
8. What baseball franchise has lost the most games since 1900?
9. What major league pitcher holds the record for most losses in a
lifetime?
10. What U.S. college holds the record for the highest losing percentage
by a college basketball team?
The Neil Gibson Special
11. Who has lost the most heavyweight championship fights? Hint: he
won the title at least once.
Answers on page 19
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GP W L T F A PTS
3 3 0 0109 14 6
3 3 0 0 95 46 6
3 2 1 0 65 31 4
3 2 1 0 91 63 4
3 1 2 0 64 86 2
3 12 0 68108 2
3 0 3 0 18 51 0
3 0 3 0 13124 0
GP W L T F A PTS
6 4 1 1 17 4 9
7 3 1 3 8 6 9
4 4 0 0 14 1 8
7 2 2 3 4 11 7
7 2 3 2 9 6 6
5 1 2 2 7 6 4
6 1 3 2 6 9 4
6 0 5 1 2 24 1
GP W L T F A PTS
3 3 0 0 6 1 6
3 2 1 0 4 2 4
3 1113 3 3
3 0 1 2 2 3 2
3 1 2 0 4 8 2
3 0 2 1 3 5 1
GP W L T F A PTS
3 3 0 0 42 28 6
3 2 1 0 39 8 4
3 1 1 1 29 27 3
3 1 2 0 17 34 2
2 0 1 1 7 25 1
2 0 2 0 24 36 0
Wins posted in first four games
Men's soccer decimates all opposition
By Chris Starkey
Themen's soccer teamis off to an
amazing start scoring 14 goals while
just allowing one in their first four
league games. The Hawks beat the
Waterloo Warriors 3-1 last
Wednesday, trounced the nationally
ranked Brock Badgers 8-0 on
Saturday and on Sunday they shut-
out the Guelph Gryphons 2-0.
The Waterloo game started poorly
for the Hawks. Unfinished plays and
missed chances plagued the squad
in the first half and it was beginning
to look as though anything but a
scoreless tie would be a surprise
result.
But that was the first half.
The Hawks came out flying in the
second period and applied intense
pressure, so much so that the
Warriors did not gain possession in
the Laurier zone for ten minutes.
Six minutes into the half, the
Hawks struck. Dave Murray rushed
down the middle, then fed Roy
Abraham. Abrahamquickly nudged
a pass toPeter Mackie whosneaked
a shot under the reach of the
Waterloo keeper.
Just three minutes later in the
54th minute, Abraham"assisted" on
a goal by Henry Bout. The rookie
striker had broken free and blasted
a shot that was heading nowhere
near the net (or anywhere else for
that matter). Luckily a Warrior
defender got a handin the way of the
drive and a penalty shot was
awarded. Bout made no mistake on
the ensuing kick, finding the mesh of
the lower left corner.
Not content to sit on the lead,
Laurier struck again. Kevin Adams
did the damage from a corner kick,
Mario Halipir assisting. The Warriors
spoiled sophomore John Alilovic's
shutout bid in the 79th minute on a
free kick by fullback Gary Cooper.
On Saturday afternoon, the team
completely dominated the first-place
Brock Badgers 8-0. The Badgers
were ranked 9 in thecountry before
falling prey to the Hawk attack.
Thefirst few minutes of thematch
took the large and enthusiastic
Homecoming crowd on an emotional
roller coaster, with shots hitting the
goalpost three times.
The scoring was divided between
four Hawks, led by first-year sen-
sation Roy Abraham. The certain
rookie-of-the-year candidate scored
four times, once each in the 29th,
49th, 52nd, and 69th minutes of
play. Abraham has beenaround the
netall season but until Saturday was
unable to find the touch to finish off
the plays.
Frank Anagnostopoulos, the
Labatt's player-of-the-game against
McMaster two weeks ago found the
net twice, and notching singles were
Lyndon Hooper and fullback Kevin
Kuppers.
Laurier's always-stingy defence
helped rookie goalkeeper Derek
Zapp record his first OUAAshutout.
Coach Barry Lyon wasn't as
confident going into the Gryphon
game. "They're a very tight, defen-
sive team who are extremely tough
at home," said Lyon. And despite
giving up two early goals, Guelph
lived up to its reputation, as a defen-
sive blanket was wrapped around
the potent Laurier attack.
The Hawks got goals from their
leading scorers Roy Abraham and
Kevin Adams, Abraham tallying his
fifth of the season in the 6th minute
andAdams his thirdof the season in
the 19th minute. Both goals were set
up by Dave "Big D" Murray. Uwe
Kraemer continued his fine goal-
tending, recording his second shut-
out in as many games.
Lyon says one of his unsung
heroes is last year's rookie-of-the-
year Joe Formica. "Joe's doing a
heck of a job for us...playing five
positions in the past four games."
The versatile Formica is just one of
several reasons for the Hawks' early
success.
SOCCER SHORTS: The new
bleachers at Bechtel Park are a
welcome sight to weary-legged
soccer fans who in the past have
been standing for home games...
Labatt's player-of-the-game awards
this week: vs. Waterloo—Peter
Mackie; vs. Brock—Lyndon Hooper;
vs. Guelph—Dave Murray. The
soccer Hawks played Waterloo
yesterday and then hit the road for
weekend games against Windsor
and Western.
Answers
1. Bobo Newsom
2. Jim Hughey
3. Paul Gallico (Author of The Poseidon Adventure)
4. Micheline Ostermeyer
5. Football: 256 - 0 Haven High, Kansas over Sylvia High, Kan.
Basketball: 211-29 Muskegon High, Mich, over Hastings High, Mich
Baseball: 63 - 3 Dufur High, Ore. over Cascade Locks High, Ore.
Hockey: 48 - 0 Traverse City High, Mich, over Saginaw High, Mich.
6. Louisiana State University 9. Cy Young
7. Chicago 73 - Washington 0 10. Virginia Military Institute
8. Philadelphia Phillies 11. Jersey Joe Walcott
Football
Roundup
By Chris Starkey
WESTERN 18, YORK 4
The Mustangs had some trouble
with the winless Yeomen on Satur-
day, recording an uncharacteristi-
cally close 18-4 victory. The usually
reliable Steve Samways completed
but 5 of 21 passes
for 41 yards, and
had much to do with the slim 4-2
halftime Western lead.
The 3-0 'Stangs were led by work-
horse Blake Marshall who rushed
for 150 yards of J.W. Little Stadium
turf. The hapless York squad
dropped to 0-3 on the year.
TORONTO 36, WINDSOR 32
The University of Toronto Blues
recorded their first win of the sea-
son, with a last-minute victory over
the Lancers. The Blues came back
from a 21-10 halftime deficit to move
to 1-2 on the season, tying them with
the Lancers.
Paul Shorten hauled in a short
pass from Blue quarterback Rod
Moors and scampered 76 yards with
just 24 seconds remaining on the
clock to give Toronto the 36-32
victory.
MCMASTER33, WATERLOO2
Mac pulled itself into a third place
tie with the Golden Hawks after
mauling the Warriors in the Steel
City 33-2 last weekend.
Wide receiver Kevin Reid led the
Marauders with two touchdowns,
one on a 19 yard pass from Steve
Friesen and the other on an end-
zone fumble recovery.
CIAU Rankings
Football
1. ÜBC
2. Western
3. Calgary
4. Carleton
5. Bishops
6. Acadia
7. Gueiph
8. LAURIER
9. St. Francis Xavier
10. McMaster
The coaching corner — soccer
by Scott Patriquin
Pedraj Begovic, the Wilfrid
Laurier men's soccer team's assis-
tant coach is a man easily misun-
derstood. The controversial figure
often seen storming up and down
the sidelines shouting instructions
at soccer games is, in reality, a
sensitive 36 year-old man attemp-
ting to keep in touch with the love
of his life.... the sport of soccer.
Born in Yugoslavia, "Bego,"as
he is affectionately known by his
players, began playing organized
soccer at the age of eight and has
hadhis feet in the game ever since.
Upon turning 17, Bego signed pro-
fessionally with Hajduk (pro-
nounced hi duck), a Second
Division team in Yugoslavia.
Shortly thereafter, Bego was called
into the service for 2 years of man-
datory military duty which
prevented him from playing in the
prestigious "First Division" of
Yugoslavia.
In 1975, Bego arrived in Canada
andspent 2 seasons in the National
Soccer League before moving to
the fun and sun of the American
west coast to play with the Los
Angeles Aztecs of the now-defunct
North American Soccer League.
With a limited grasp of the
English vocabulary (yes, Californ-
ians speak something vaguely
similar to English), Bego found the
language barrier difficult to over-
come and, thus, kept primarily to
himself. Bego has since brokenout
of his shell and, as anyone assoc-
iated with the soccer team or
Athletic Complex will attest to, he
is now always friendly and open to
conversation.
Tragically, Bego's playing career
was shortened by a car accident
three years ago which left him with
serious neck and back injuries.
"My age made it difficult to come
back from the injuries," he admits,
"but I'm not bitter because
coaching has allowed me to remain
a part of the game. I really enjoy
coaching university soccer more
than K.D.S.L. (Kitchener District
Soccer League) because the
players here are motivated. They
come to practice regularly and are
willing to learn."
Bego's coaching experience
began when he served as player-
coach of a K.D.S.L. team several
years ago. Through this league, he
met several Laurier players and
made contact with Laurier's coach
Barry Lyon. Last season, Lyon
asked Bego to join the team in the
capacity of Assistant Coach and
the combination proved very
successful. Last season, Lyon was
named "Coach of the Year" in
soccer and was quick to share the
credit with Begovic. "A lot of the
credit for the award has to go to
Bego for his role in technically
teaching the team skills," said Lyon.
A strict disciplinarian as a coach,
Bego has witnessed first-hand the
effect alcohol can have on an
athlete. No, he is not a heavy
drinker! While in L. A., Bego played
with the legendary George Best,
soccer's answer to Derek
Sanderson. One of the most gifted
talents ever to lace on soccer
shoes, Best drank and womanized
his way from superstardom into
oblivion.
Last season, Bego made"phone-
checks" on Laurier players on
game nights to ensure curfew was
not broken. "Alcohol and nightlife
don't mix with sports. To perform
your best you must live a sports-
life which means you need good
mental and physical fitness,"
asserts Bego.
Often bathed in controversy and
never afraid to speak his mind,
Bego has gained the respect and
admiration ofall theLaurier players
through his undying passion for
the game of soccer.
Padraj Begovic
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Company Information Sessions
Company information sessions are scheduled to provide graduating
students with information on career opportunities within a specific
organization. Generally, companies who arrange these sessions, make
formal presentations followed by informal discussions and refreshments
will freauently be served.
PROCTOR & GAMBLE
P& G, a leaderin the consumer products industry, is planning a corporate
informationsession on Monday, October 6 from5:30 -7:00 pm in the Paul
Martin Centre forall students interested in careers withProcter & Gamble.
NESTLE ENTERPRISES
Representatives from Nestle Enterprises will be on campusWednesday,
October 8 from 10:00 -11:30 am in the Paul Martin Centre to provide
informaftion on career opportunities with Nestle.
GENERAL FOODS
General Foods is hosting an informationsession on Wednesday, October
8 from 5:30 - 8:00 pm in the Paul Martin Centre.
WARNER-LAMBERT
Beginning at 10:00 am on Friday, October 10, representatives from
Warner-Lambertwill hostan informationsession in the Paul Martin Centre.
Representatives will be availableto discuss careers with Warner-Lambert
until 11:30 am.
JOHNSON & JOHNSON
Johnson & Johnsonwill host an informationsession on Monday, October
20, from 10:00 -11:30 am in the Paul Martin Centre for students interested
in careers with Johnson & Johnson.
RALSTON PURINA
Ralston Purina is planning an informationsession on Monday, October20,
from 5:30 - 7:00 pm in the Paul Martin Centre.
AMERICAN EXPRESS
Representatives from American Express will be on campus Wednesday,
October 22 from 5:30 - 7:00 pm in the Paul Martin Centre to provide
informationon career opportunities with American Express.
AMERICAN HOSPITAL SUPPLY
Representatives from American Hospital Supply will be on campus
| Wednesday, October 29 from 5:30 - 8:00 pm in the Paul Martin Centre to
I provide informationon careers with AHS.
! WARNER-LAMBERTS "Transition to the Workplace"
| Warner-Lambert is hosting this special presentation on Wednesday,
| November 5 from 10:00 -11:30 am in the Paui Martin Centre.
| MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE
I Mutual Life (Information Systems) is planning an information session on
| Wednesday, November 19 from5:30 - 7:00pm in the Paul Martin Centrefor
i students interested in careers with Mutual Life.
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&EVENTSCHEDULES
pCS Video Tapes Now
Available in Library
Schedules of employers recruiting on
campus for permanent and summer |0nger0re you limited to PCS hours
positions are published reguarly from , .
®
September until February. Deadlines
to our vldeo You c°n now
for applying to various organizations in
view PCS videotapessuch as Resume
PCScommencedaseailyasSeptember Writing, Placement Orientation
30th this year, As well, schedules of Session, Tim Pennerof P.& G. on
events listing all upcoming workshops Resumesand Interviews, The Interview
and programs
offered by PCS are Success Seminar,and Job Search
available at the beginning of each Techniques in the WLU library, reserve
month. Drop by PCS and pick up your
sec tj0n!
copies.
In a tough competitive job market
you needall the help you can get
COME OUT
s,artNowl
fill TflD Attend a Career Exploration
UN I Uir Session to discover suitable
"
occupational areas for you.
\ Go to a Resume Writing Workshop
Jvik so V° u " be ready to apply for that
summer or permanent job.
Drop in on a JobSearch Workshop
to learn howto get at the "Hidden
Job Market"
Don't forget the Interview
Skills Workshop (even if you
think you aon't need it.)
Do one or more video taped
practice interviews
GRADUATE ADMISSION TESTS*
Test Test Date Registration
Deadline
GraduateManagement Oct. 18,1986 Aug. 27,1986
Admission Test Jan. 24,1987 Dec. 03,1986
Mar. 21,1987 Jan. 28,1987
Graduate Record Oct. 11,1986 Sept. 2,1986
Examinations Dec. 13,1986 Nov. 03,1986
Feb. 17,1987 Dec. 23,1986
Law School Admission Dec. 6,1986
Nov. 06,1986
Test Feb. 21,1987 Jan. 22,1987
Dental Aptitude Nov. 15,1986
Oct. 15,1986
Test Mar. 07,1987 Feb. 07,1987
• Registration bulletins available in PCS
NEW STUDENT CAREER ADVISORS START
Want to to a fellow student aboutyour I^^
career concerns? Not sure how Placement&
Career Services canhelp you? Need someone
to show you what's available In the Career
Library? Drop In to PCS and talk to oneof our
six StudentCareerAdvisors. They are identified |li
by white name tags. BWy ilfr
-&
v
*; ■». ' <«« '
M
UIIU^H
: » >. - $. Wjsm
Student Career Advisors (SCA's) functlonas JOB*. %'
1 fHHfe tt JB
para-professional volunteers in Placement JL yWP.;
and Career Services. They are hired during "
" VSIMMMfe
the winter term to work the following year. j' :SkL
jiAsfflßHHr » 0-Js I m
Training is provided through a winter Bi«! iifffflif 4E9MnSIR- i
orientation session, summer mailings, a two- JM
day intensive training session in September. - m? /
J ~./ VB
and five 1 1/2 hour group meeting/training JB #«■*'*
sessions throughout the year.
*
,
'
■'
*
> W
*
SCA's help staff the PCS Centre for 3 hours a •# ■ »
Jfl
week each. They are also responsible for gJS 1 / H
organizing and conducting one outreach * /
"
'•*& A y|
event during the year, such as an ■« JnguSuß
*
iA ■%
« • jjf Joi' Jfcs^jj||jl
Opportunities in Personnel seminar. In jjMm.
Jn
addition,they each work on a special project fIHHHHHBBv pSfIRRf JHHHP
of interest to them. aZE, >Hf
Among other factors. SCA's are chosen for / / / / A / / \ V \
their outgoing, friendly and helpful qualities
Drop in soon and talk with them about any Left to right, back row Kimberly Heaton (3rd year BBA), Vivian Deutschmann(4BBA),
career concerns you may have. If you are Rick Whittaker (3HBAPsychology with Administration Option)
interested in becoming an SCA next year.
find out more by speaking with one of this Left to right, front row Kent Huggins (3HBA Political Science), Karen Hough (4HBA),
year's SCA's. They'll be gladto help. Rosemary Kavanagh(3HBA Sociology).
Placement& Career Services is rather unique
You'll benefit from learning job search techniques
You'll need some help to plan your career
Come down and see us, That's why we're here
Take your time and browse all around
There's plenty of informationto be found
y Directories, videotapes, calendars and more
There are all kinds of ways that you can explore
®ur counsellors offer workshops throughout the year
■VnpflhMHHH That are a aefinite asset to planning a career
On-campus recruiting makes the program complete
For this is the time you and employers will meet
Now listen alumnibecause it's quite true
ESPECIALLY FOR ARTS& SCIENCE STUDENTS Our job referral service is just for you
So now you know there's no needto despair
Visit PCS we're the people that care
.
. . .
. . Cathy Huggins, Careers Assistant
Are you an arts or science studentwho
is interested in learning more about NEED A PART TIME INCOME?
different careers open to you? Or are The ONTARIO WORK STUDY PROGRAM provides jobs to
kIS students who meet financial eligibility reauirements. The
wmtSTte-J 9 sala,v paid is approx. $6/hour. and jobs range in type from
clercal assistance to research and report writing. Brochures
are available in PCS.
Regular On-campus positions are handled by the University
Come down topes and investigate the Personnel Office in the basement of the library.
Arts&Science CareerAdvising Program, other off-campus part-time positions are also posted on
a new programdesigned to meetyour fh concourse PCS bulletin board and in the PCS centre,
career planning and job search needs.
Charlene Zietsma, the Arts & Science
CareerAdvisor, will be pleased toassist AM IMOIQE I AT
you in targeting the career area you
#%■
are most interested in or in obtaining a IkITEMfIRAI^
thejobyoureallywant. Attendsome of ACCOUNTING INTERVIEWS
the workshops offered esper-'iaily for
arts and science students, including
"WelcometoPCS" (which explains how
PCS's resources can benefityou), Chris Batch, the Executive in Residence this year
■'job6^©^?tv^a'nd"inT©Xiew^s. and a partner with Arthur Anderson and Co.
check the Arts & science information along with Peter Soroka, Career Advising
Board for literatureand upcoming _
.. , .
~
"1
events of interest to arts and science
Coordinator in Placement and Career Services,
students, or find out how you can wjj| present a special seminar on the criteria
benefit from other services PCS offers
, ,
including including on-campus accounting firms use to evaluate student
recruiting, job referral, part-time, summer interviews
and permanent job listings, the Career
information Centre, etc.
Monday, October 6,10:00am - I:3oam
| Watch foryoui Arts & Science Newsletter Room P2027-29
i in earlyNovemberforanupdateon this
I promising
new program.
DONT MISS IT!
m A PDoccccioK.Al
TEACHER EDUCATION WEEK
£r*urv~n
?
Learn about admission requirements and programs at the Faculty
of
dVTiv-'VU..
Educationat each of the following universities:
Lakehead University
University of Ottawa Tuesday, October 28 p
, Mart|n centre
University of Toronto 1:00 - 3:oopm
Questions concerning admission University
of Western Ontario
requirements and application
Brock University Wednesday, October 29 pau i Martin Centre
procedures for applying to various Nlpissing University College 2:30 - 4:3opm
professional schools are answered University of Windsor
by consulting Professional School
,
Fnrtshftfits Queen's University will visit University of Waterloo only,
on Wednesday,
October 15, from 3:00 - 4:oopm, in the Great Hall at Conrad
Grebel
College.
